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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

This thesis consists of an introduction to the plasma physics of electron cyclotron resonance ion
sources (ECRIS) and a review of the results obtained by the author and co-workers including
discussion of related work by others. The thesis begins with a theoretical discussion dealing with
plasma physics relevant for the production of highly charged ions in ECR ion source plasmas. This
is followed by an overview of different techniques, such as gas mixing and double frequency
heating, that can be used to improve the performance of this type of ion source. The experimental
part of the work consists of studies related to ECRIS plasma physics.

The effect of the gas mixing technique on the production efficiency of different ion beams was
studied with both gaseous and solid materials. It was observed that gas mixing improves the
confinement of the heavier element while the confinement of the lighter element is reduced. When
the effect of gas mixing on MIVOC-plasmas was studied with several mixing gases it was observed
that applying this technique can reduce the inevitable carbon contamination by a significant factor.

In order to understand the different plasma processes taking place in ECRIS plasmas, a series of
plasma potential and emittance measurements was carried out. An instrument, which can be used to
measure the plasma potential in a single measurement without disturbing the plasma, was developed
for this work. Studying the plasma potential of ECR ion sources is important not only because it
helps to understand different plasma processes, but also because the information can be used as an
input parameter for beam transport simulations and ion source extraction design. The experiments
performed have revealed clear dependencies of the plasma potential on certain source parameters
such as the amount of carbon contamination accumulated on the walls of the plasma chamber
during a MIVOC-run. It was also observed that gas mixing affects not only the production
efficiency of the ion beams but also their energy distribution. This finding strongly supports the
conclusion that ion cooling explains the beneficial effect of this technique. It was demonstrated with
simulations that the momentum spread of the ion beam, which is partly due to the the plasma
potential, affects the emittance of the ion beams through dispersive ion optical components. An
important observation was that double frequency heating does not affect the emittance of the ion
beams. The result confirms that this method can be used to improve the extracted beam currents of
highly charged ions without adversely affecting the beam quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

High-energy ion beams are used for nuclear physics and particle interaction research in various
accelerator laboratories around the world. Charged particles which are accelerated to high energies
are produced with ion sources. Therefore, the performance of the ion source plays a crucial role in
the experiments. In addition to basic research, ion sources are used in industrial and medical
applications such as ion beam lithography, plasma propulsion and cancer treatment.

The design of the ion source depends on the ion beam requirements. For example, in order to obtain
high energies with cyclotrons, the charge state of the ion beam injected into the accelerator has to be
sufficient as the final particle energy depends quadratically on the ion charge. Most heavy ion
accelerators, such as the JYFL K-130 cyclotron [1], use Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Sources
(ECRIS [2]) for the production of multiply charged ions. This type of plasma ion source is suitable
for long-term operation requiring intense ion beams of heavy elements since there are no wearing
parts such as cathodes in an ECRIS. Because of their reliability and capability to produce multiply
charged ion beams from the majority of stable elements, ECR ion sources have become the most
common ion sources for heavy ion production in accelerator laboratories.

At the University of Jyväskylä, Department of Physics, two ECR ion sources [3, 4] are used for the
production of highly charged ion beams for nuclear physics research and applications. For example,
high penetration ( ≥ 100 μm in silicon) and high LET ion beam cocktails used for space electronics
irradiation tests at the RADEF station [5] require constant development of the JYFL ECR ion
sources.

In order to understand the plasma processes in the ECRIS-plasma and consequently to improve the
performance of the ion sources, a number of experiments have been carried out. An instrument
which can be used to provide information about the plasma properties was developed for this work.
Information about the plasma potential and ion beam energy spread as a function of various
parameters has been obtained with the aid of the instrument. The information can be used to
enhance the production efficiency of ECR ion sources and to improve the quality (intensity and
emittance) of the extracted ion beams.

The properties of ECR-heated plasmas and production of highly charged ion beams with an ECRIS
are considered in Chapters 2 and 3. Different methods to improve the performance of ECR ion
5

sources are also discussed in Chapter 3. The ion sources and beam diagnostics used in the
experiments are introduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals with the effect of the gas mixing
technique [6] on the production efficiency of metal ion beams produced with the MIVOC-method
[7]. Reduction of the inevitable carbon contamination due to the use of the MIVOC-method is also
studied in this chapter. In Chapter 6 the results of plasma potential, ion beam energy spread and
emittance measurements are presented. Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn.
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2. PLASMA PHYSICS OF ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE ION SOURCES

Electron cyclotron resonance ion sources (ECRIS) are typical plasma ion sources. They were
originally developed utilizing information obtained in fusion research in the 1960’s when it was
demonstrated that open-ended configurations for plasma confinement could not fulfill the Lawson
criterion for fusion [8]. The Lawson criterion states that the product of the plasma density and the
confinement time of ions has to exceed a certain limit in order to obtain net yield from a fusion
reaction. However, while fusion research concentrated on toroidal machines it was realized by
Geller that open-ended devices could be suitable for the production of multiply charged ion beams.
The first report of an ion source based on electron cyclotron heating of the plasma by microwaves
was published in 1972 [9]. A milestone in the development of ECR ion sources was reached in
1974 when Geller built a device called SUPERMAFIOS, which can be considered as a basis for the
design of a modern ECRIS. A historical overview of ECRIS development can be found in
references [2, 10, 11].

In order to design a well-performing ECR ion source one has to take into account several plasma
processes related to the production of highly charged ions in an ECR-heated plasma. A review of
the most important aspects of plasma physics with respect to ECR ion sources and their operation
principle will be presented below. All equations are given in SI-units unless states otherwise.
2.1. Definition of plasma and plasma conditions

In an ECR ion source ions are produced in a magnetically confined plasma, which is heated by
microwaves. A plasma can be practically defined as: a quasineutral gas that exhibits collective
behavior when exposed to external electromagnetic fields. It is of note that plasma also exhibits
collective behavior via long range Coulomb interaction. There is no well-defined phase transition
point from the gaseous state to plasma that consists of electrons, ions and neutral atoms or
molecules. The most significant difference between plasma and neutral gas is the number of freely
moving charges that make plasma a good conductor. Plasma also has properties that are
characteristic of liquids, for example it is nearly incompressible. Ionized gas can be considered as a
plasma if the following so-called plasma conditions are fulfilled:

(i)

The typical length scale (dimension) L of plasma has to exceed the shielding length λD
(Debye length) of the plasma. The Debye length determines how far the charge
7
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imbalance due to thermal motion in the equilibrium state or the impact of an external
electric potential can extend in plasma or in ionized medium. The condition can be
written for electrons as

L >> λ De =

ε 0 kTe
e 2 ne

,

(1)

where ε0 is the permittivity constant (≈ 8.854·10-12 F/m), k the Boltzmann constant (≈
1.38·10-23 J/K), Te the electron temperature (in Kelvins), e the elementary charge (≈
1.602·10-19 C) and ne the electron density. If this condition is not valid, the plasma is not
necessarily macroscopically neutral.

(ii)

In order to have collective behavior, the number of particles inside the Debye sphere
must be sufficient i.e.
ne λ3D >> 1 .

(iii)

(2)

The frequency fpe of collective plasma (electron) oscillations must be higher than the
collision frequency νen of electrons and neutrals

f pe =

ω pe
1
=
2π
2π

ne e 2
> ν en ,
ε 0 me

(3)

where me is the electron mass (≈ 9.11·10-31 kg). Equation (3) defines the plasma
oscillation frequency ωpe. If this plasma condition is not valid, there are no collective
phenomena and the dynamics of the system is dominated by the motion of neutrals. This
condition is fulfilled as the degree of ionization of the plasma increases. Usually ionized
gas can be considered to be plasma when its degree of ionization exceeds a few percent
[12].
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2.2. The operation principle of electron cyclotron resonance ion sources

The production of multiply charged ions with an ECR ion sources requires the following: (i)
appropriate magnetic field strength and structure, (ii) adequate microwave frequency and power,
(iii) good vacuum, (iv) constant flow of material into the plasma chamber and (v) suitable extraction
system.

The so-called minimum-B magnetic field structure inside the plasma chamber is generated by
solenoids (axial field) and hexapole magnets (radial field). It follows from the geometry that the
minimum of the magnetic field is obtained at the center of the plasma chamber. The strength of the
field increases towards the walls of the plasma chamber forming nearly ellipsoidal concentric
surfaces on which the field strength is constant.

The ionization starts when neutral gas and microwaves are fed into the plasma chamber. There are
always some free electrons present in the plasma chamber that are moving on helical orbits. When
r
an external rapidly changing electric field E ext is generated by the microwaves, free electrons can
gain energy if their gyration frequency ω ce equals the frequency of the applied electromagnetic
waves ω RF i.e.

ω ce =

eB
= ω RF ,
me

(4)

where B is the magnetic field. This is called electron cyclotron resonance. The location of the
resonance layer in the ECRIS plasma chamber depends on the magnetic field strength and
microwave frequency. For 14 GHz microwaves the corresponding magnetic field is 0.5 T on the
ellipsoidal resonance surface. The electrons are heated stochastically and the plasma is ignited as
electrons collide with the neutrals and ionize them. The plasma ignition proceeds like an avalanche
since the number of free electrons increases due to stepwise ionization until an equilibrium of
electrons, multiply charged ions and neutrals is obtained. The created plasma is further confined in
the magnetic field in order to produce highly charged ions.

The vacuum in the plasma chamber has to be good enough in order to produce highly charged ions.
This is due to charge exchange between ions and neutrals that becomes more likely when the

9
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pressure increases. Ions are extracted from the plasma chamber with the aid of high voltage as they
follow the electrons along the magnetic field lines to the extraction area. The extraction of ions can
be considered as a loss process from the magnetic bottle. In the extraction region ions experience an
accelerating electric field due to the potential difference of the ion source and the beam line. Figure
2.1 shows a schematic drawing of an ECR ion source. The magnetic field values given in the figure
correspond to those of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS.

3
4
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1

7
6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Neutral gas / microwaves
Plasma chamber
Solenoids
Hexapole magnets
ECR resonance zone
(B = 0.5 T)
6. B-minimum
(B < 0.4 T)
7. Extracted ion beam

4
3

Figure 2.1 A schematic drawing of an electron cyclotron resonance ion source. The given magnetic field strengths
correspond to the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS.

2.3. Electron cyclotron resonance heating

The propagation of electromagnetic waves and electron heating in the plasma of ECR ion sources is
not completely understood. This is due to the unique magnetic field structure, varying plasma
density, boundary conditions set by the plasma chamber walls, resonance(s) and cut-offs. In order to
treat the problem analytically, simplifications such as linearization, single-particle theories, cold
plasma approximations and diagonalized plasma pressure tensors are normally used. The
propagation of magnetohydrodynamic waves in the plasmas has been omitted in the following since
their importance in the case of electron heating in ECRIS plasmas is minor (the effect of MHD
waves on ion temperature is discussed later).
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2.3.1. The propagation of electromagnetic waves in magnetoplasmas

The propagation of electromagnetic waves can be treated using cold plasma theory, since the phase
velocity of the wave is normally significantly higher than the thermal velocity of the particles in the
plasma excluding the very close proximity of the resonance. Furthermore, ions can be treated as a
steady background in the case of microwaves (in GHz-range). The wave propagation can be
described with the aid of the Lorentz force (5) and the wave equation (6) derived from Maxwell’s
equations:

me

r
r r r
dv
= − e ( E + v × B0 )
dt

r r r ω2
k × (k × E ) = 2
c

(5)

r
⎛r
j ⎞
⎜⎜ E + i
⎟
ε 0ω ⎟⎠
⎝

(6)

r
r
r
r
where v is the electron velocity, E the electric field of the wave, B0 the external magnetic field, k
the wave vector, ω the microwave frequency, c the velocity of light (≈ 2.998·108 m/s) and
r
r
j = − ne 0 ev the current density. In order to derive the resonance condition for electron cyclotron
resonance it is sufficient to consider only the propagation of electromagnetic waves parallel to the
r r
external magnetic field k || B0 . Waves propagating perpendicular to the external magnetic field
r r
k ⊥ B0 would result in upper hybrid resonance (UHR), which will not be considered here since
there is no evidence on their importance in ECRIS plasmas. The phase velocity, vp, of the wave
propagating parallel to external magnetic field can be derived from equations (5) and (6).

vp =

ω RF
k

c 1±
=

ω ce
ω RF

2
ω pe
ω
1 ± ce −
ω RF ω RF 2

.

(7)

The plasma oscillation frequency ωpe can be determined from equation (3). Here the + sign
corresponds to so-called L-wave (left-hand polarized) and – sign to so-called R-wave (right-hand
polarized). In electron cyclotron resonance the electrons are heated by the R-wave. Under the
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correct conditions the L-wave would heat ions in ion cyclotron resonance (MHz-range). However,
there is no ion cyclotron resonance in ECR ion sources and therefore only the R-wave will be
considered. Equation (7) shows that the R-wave can propagate (phase velocity is not imaginary) in
magnetoplasma if

0 < ω RF < ω ce or ω RF >

2
ω ce + ω ce2 + 4ω pe

2

= ω co .

(8)

When ω = ωce the gyration of electrons is in resonance with the electric field of the wave, which is
the resonance condition for electron cyclotron resonance. Equation (7) shows that the phase velocity
of the wave v p → 0 in the resonance. Therefore, the cold plasma theory is not applicable when
determining the behavior of the wave in the close proximity of the resonance. At the point where ω
= ωco so-called cut-off occurs preventing wave propagation through the cut-off. The cut-off
frequency depends not only on the external magnetic field but also on the electron density of the
plasma. The electron density of an ECRIS plasma is typically on the order of 1011 cm-3 though there
is spatial variation (see for example ref. [8]). Figure 2.2 shows magnetic field values at the
resonance and cut-off for 6.4 GHz and 14 GHz microwaves as a function of electron density of the
plasma. Three possible propagations and the corresponding wave vectors of the wave are also
presented (a) decreasing magnetic field and electron density, (b) decreasing magnetic field and
constant electron density (c) decreasing magnetic field and increasing electron density.
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Figure 2.2 The resonance and cut-off magnetic fields for different microwave frequencies as a function of the electron
density. Three different propagations are presented: (a) decreasing magnetic field and electron density (b) decreasing
magnetic field and constant electron density (c) decreasing magnetic field and increasing electron density.

In an ECRIS the microwaves travel into decreasing magnetic field (magnetic beach) due to the
minimum-B structure as they enter the plasma chamber. As figure 2.2 shows, the wave encounters
the resonance before reaching cut-off regardless of the spatially varying electron density. In this
case, the energy of the waves can be coupled to electrons in the neighborhood of the resonance,
which causes their velocity v ⊥ (energy) in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field to
increase. As the wave passes the resonance either transmission or absorption occurs in the case of
propagation towards the magnetic beach [13]. If the propagation is towards an increasing magnetic
field, reflection can also occur at the resonance according to ref. [14]. Between resonance and cutoff (see figure 2.2) the phase velocity of the wave is imaginary and the wave can tunnel through this
region without being damped [14]. According to warm plasma theory the relative absorption factor
of the microwave power Pabsorbed/Pincident at the resonance for waves propagating towards the
magnetic beach can be written

Pabsorbed
= 1 − e −πη ,
Pincident

with η =

2
ω pe
−1
ωc Bres
(dB / dz ) res

(9)

, where Bres is magnetic field at resonance [15]. Since there is no
B

reflection in this simplified case, the remaining power is transmitted through the resonance. Figure
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2.3 shows the absorption and transmission coefficients in the case of 14 GHz microwaves as a
function of plasma density. A value of 5.5 T/m, which is typical for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS, was
used for the magnetic field gradient on the resonance.

Absorption coefficient

Transmission coefficient

1.2

Value of coefficient

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
1E+10

1E+11

1E+12
3

Electron density of the plasma [1/cm ]

Figure 2.3 Microwave power absorption and transmission coefficients at resonance as a function of the electron
density. A Microwave frequency of 14 GHz was used in the calculation.

Figure 2.3 shows that for electron densities exceeding 1011 cm-3 the power of the wave is absorbed
almost completely as the wave encounters the resonance. The results presented in reference [13]
show that at high density or high collisionality the transmitted power falls significantly below its
initial value well before reaching the precise resonance. The effective width of the resonance Δz can
be written [13]

2πv

Δz ≈

ωα

,

(10)

−1
where v is the velocity of electrons entering the resonance and α = Bres
( dB / dz ) res . For 14 GHz

microwaves the width of the resonance zone is approximately 3 mm with electron energies from 5
to 10 eV (cold electrons). However, reflections in the plasma chamber generate interference of
waves that can significantly affect the energy absorption. Due to the reflections there are
electromagnetic waves propagating in different directions, which can result in zero electric field at
the resonance (as a superposition of individual fields), the so-called field null condition. Under this
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condition the absorption is significantly reduced since the average energy gain Eg of a single
electron traversing the resonance zone is [13]
r2

Eg =

πe 2 E

me vωα

.

(11)

The decrease of the absorbed power can be minimized by designing the magnetic field structure
such that the resonance zone is larger than the typical width of the field null. This can be realized by
setting the gradient of the magnetic field low enough near the location of the resonance (resonance
width increases when field gradient decreases; see equation (10)). Another issue that has to be taken
into account is the coupling of microwaves into the plasma chamber. Although absorption increases
with increasing plasma density, significant power can be reflected before entering the actual ECRIS
plasma if the plasma density gradient is too high in the waveguide [13].

2.3.2. Electron energy in ECRIS plasmas

The energy of an individual electron either increases or decreases as it traverses the resonance,
depending on the phase difference between its gyromotion and the electric field of the microwaves.
Consider two electrons entering the resonance with the same initial energy but opposite phases. The
energy gain of the electron in the accelerating phase is higher than the energy loss of the electron in
the decelerating phase assuming that the number of turns they make at the resonance is the same.
This is a result of increasing (decreasing) radius of curvature due to the energy gain (loss) on the
r r
r r
resonance, which affects the work W = ∫ F ⋅ dl = − ∫ eE ⋅ dl done on the electron (by the electron)
as the length of the integral path increases (decreases). This effect is illustrated in figure 2.4.

15
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Electron in accelerating phase

Electron in decelerating phase

W1 = the work done on the
electron on accelerating phase
W2 = the work done by the
electron on decelerating phase

W1 > W2
Note: magnetic field points out
of the paper

Figure 2.4 The effect of acceleration and deceleration on the electrons gyration radius in a magnetic field.

It has been shown [16] that the electrons in an ECRIS plasma are far from thermodynamical
equilibrium. The electron distribution function is strongly non-Maxwellian and can be represented
by three populations [17]: a cold one (Te ≤ 50 eV, approximately 50 % of all the electrons) whose
energy distribution is Maxwellian, a warm one (energies up to ≈ 10 keV) and a hot one (energies up
to a few hundred keV), the latter being well confined in the magnetic field. In reference [16] the
energy distribution of the electrons was studied experimentally with the aid of three diagnostic
means; bremsstrahlung, electron cyclotron emission and diamagnetism. Figure 2.5 presents the
temperature of the warm/hot electrons Te [keV] as a function of microwave power measured with
the 18 GHz Minimafios ECRIS. The figure is based on the results presented in reference [16].
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Figure 2.5 Electron temperature Te [keV] in an ECRIS plasma (Minimafios; 18 GHz) as a function of neutral gas
pressure and microwave power [16]. The results are determined from bremsstrahlung and electron cyclotron emission
(ECE) spectra.

The figure shows that Te is higher for low plasma density (pressure). In that case, the same power is
absorbed by fewer electrons and the electron temperature averaged over the whole warm/hot
population is higher. Another conclusion is that Te increases with increasing microwave power until
the slope of the temperature curve becomes smaller at about 200 W. This can be explained
qualitatively in the following way: when the electron traverses the resonance zone it receives an
energy kick perpendicular to the magnetic field and becomes trapped inside the ellipsoidal surface
defined by the resonance layer. The electron no longer traverses the resonance due to improved
confinement and the rf-heating becomes inefficient [16]. However, the highest electron energies in
an ECRIS plasma are several hundreds of keV (the factors limiting the maximum energy are
discussed in reference [16]). For example, in the case of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS the maximum
energy of the bremsstrahlung (X-ray) spectrum produced by an oxygen plasma has been measured
to be approximately 330 keV while the distribution was peaked at 70 – 80 keV [4], increasing only
slightly with increasing microwave power. The optimum microwave power depends on the beam
requirement. For example, if the intention is to produce highly-charged ions, it is beneficial to use
rather high microwave power in order to assure that the average energy of the electrons is sufficient
to obtain high ionization cross sections (to be discussed later in section 2.4.1.).

It has been recently found (with the superconducting ECR ion source VENUS, Versatile ECR ion
source for NUclear Science; see for example ref. [18]) that the electron temperature deduced from
the bremsstrahlung spectrum is strongly dependent on the ion source magnetic field configuration.
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It was observed that the electron temperature increases linearly with increasing Bmin/BECR ratio [19]
(Binj and Bext were kept unchanged). The increase of the spectral temperature with Bmin can be
related to reduced magnetic field gradient at the resonance. According to equation (11) the energy
gain of a single electron traversing the resonance depends inversely on the magnetic field gradient,
which can explain the observation. The effect of the magnetic field gradient on the electron heating
has been studied theoretically (with simulations) in references [20] and [21]. It was found that
electron heating becomes more efficient with higher microwave frequency and/or with lower
magnetic field gradient at the resonance.
2.4. Collisions in ECRIS plasmas

The plasma of an ECR ion source is a mixture of ions, electrons and neutrals that undergo collisions
with each other. The collision frequency, ν, is usually defined in terms of an average over all
velocities v in the Maxwellian distribution, namely

ν = n σv ,

(12)

where n is the particle density and σ the cross section for the collision. The collisions in ECRIS
plasmas can be divided in two categories: (i) collisions directly related to ion production i.e.
ionizing electron-ion collisions and charge exchange reactions mainly with neutrals and (ii)
collisions affecting the plasma confinement and temperature of different constituents i.e. electronelectron, ion-ion and non-ionizing electron-ion collisions.

2.4.1. Ionizing collisions and charge exchange

The stepwise ionization in ECRIS plasmas occurs in collisions of neutrals or ions with electrons
whose kinetic energy exceeds the ionization potential of the atom. Changes of the ion density (of a
certain charge state) can be described by three dominant processes; step-by-step ionization by
electron impact, charge exchange and diffusion [22]. The evolution in time for each ion density niq
of species i and charge state q is given by

dniq
= ne σv
dt

n q −1 + n0i σv
q −1→ q i

ion

n q +1 − ne σv
q +1→ q i

cex
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n q − n0i σv
q → q +1 i

ion

nq −
q → q −1 i

cex

niq
q
τ conf

,

(13)
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q
where n0i is the neutral density of atomic species i and τ conf
the confinement time of charge state q

(time that ion can be trapped in the magnetic field and maintain its charge state). The first term is
the production rate of charge state q from charge state q-1 by electron impact and the second term
from charge state q+1 by charge exchange reactions with neutrals. The third term corresponds to
ionization from charge state q to q+1 and the fourth term to charge exchange from q to q-1. The last
term, which is characterized by the confinement time, refers to diffusive ion losses of charge state q
to the walls of the plasma chamber or to extraction.

According to equation (13), the ionic densities of multiply charged ions that reflect the performance
of the ion source depend on the particle densities, confinement time and cross sections of different
reactions. The ionization cross section can be estimated with the aid of the Lotz formula [23]

σ q −1→q = 4.5 ⋅ 10 −14 ∑ ξ q −1,k
k

ln( E e / I qk )
E e I qk

cm 2 .

(14)

Here Ee is the energy of bombarding electrons, Iqk the binding energy of electrons in the kth subshell
of the ion (may be the ground state or an excited state) and ξq-1,k the number of equivalent electrons
in the subshell which has to lose an electron for the transition q − 1 → q . According to equation
(14) the ionization cross section σ q −1→q of the reaction Aq −1 + e − → Aq + 2e − depends strongly on
the energy of bombarding electrons and binding energy of the electrons. Table 2.1 shows some
ground state binding energies of the least bound electrons for different noble gases [24].

Binding energy [eV]
-

-

-

Element

Atomic No.

Ie

II e

III e

IV e-

V e-

VI e-

VII e-

VII e-

He

2

24.5

54.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ne

10

21.6

41.1

63.5

97

126.3

157.9

-

-

Ar

18

15.8

27.6

40.9

59.8

75.0

91.3

124.0

143.4

Kr

36

14.0

24.6

36.9

43.5

63

94

-

-

Xe

54

12.1

21.2

31.3

42

53

58

135

-

Table 2.1 Binding energies for noble gases [24].

The binding energies of the least bound electrons decrease as the atomic number of the element
increases. The binding energy increases with increasing charge state of the ion and therefore the
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energy of the bombarding electrons in an ECRIS plasma has to be sufficient. In the case of highly
charged ions the ionization process usually requires several consecutive collisions. The ion is
initially excited in a collision with an electron. If the ion encounters another energetic electron
before the excited state is discharged, ionization can occur. As an example figure 2.6 shows the
cross sections for the reactions O + e − → O + + 2e − and O 6 + + e − → O 7 + + 2e − as a function of
electron energy.

Figure 2.6 Ionization cross sections for two different charge states of oxygen as a function of the energy of bombarding
electrons [25].

The ionization cross section decreases by four orders of magnitude as the charge state of oxygen
increases from neutral atoms to O6+ ion while the optimum energy of bombarding electrons
increases from 90 eV to 2 keV. Increasing the electron energy over the optimal value causes the
ionization cross section to decrease, which means that in an ECRIS the warm electron population is
responsible for ionization rather than the hot electron population with energies of tens or hundreds
of keV. In section 2.3.2. it was shown that the temperature (energy) increase of the electrons with
increasing microwave power saturates at some point. Since the evolution of a certain charge density
in time is strongly dependent on both the cross section for ionization and the electron density of the
plasma (see equation 13), it can be concluded that better performance of ECR ion sources with high
microwave power is due to increasing electron density [16]. The energy of bombarding electrons
may even become too high for production of certain charge states as the microwave power is
increased (up to saturation of the electron temperature).
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Another important type of collision that affects the charge state distribution in ECRIS plasmas is
charge exchange reactions between ions and neutrals. The following equation [26] can be used to
calculate charge exchange cross sections for highly-charged ions colliding with neutrals:

σ q→q −1 = πa qZ
2
0

1/ 3

⎛ I0 ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ I ⎠

3/ 2

,

(15)

where a0 is the Bohr radius (≈ 0.53·10-10 m), I0 the Bohr energy (≈ 13.6 eV), I the ionization
potential of the neutral atom (corresponding to the binding energy of the most loosely bound
electron) and Z the atomic number. With the aid of this equation the charge exchange cross sections
for O2+ and O6+ ions, for example, can be estimated to be 3.5·10-16 cm2 and 1.2·10-15 cm2,
respectively. The ionization and charge exchange cross sections are of the same order of magnitude
for low charge-state ions while the charge exchange cross section is considerably larger than the
ionization cross section for highly charged ions (compare to figure 2.6.). This emphasizes the
importance of low neutral density along with high electron density for the production of highly
charged ions in ECRIS plasmas.

2.4.2. Electron-electron and ion-ion collisions

In section 2.3.2. it was presented that three electron populations co-exist in ECRIS plasmas. Since
the collision frequency ν is defined in terms of an average over all velocities v in the Maxwellian
distribution, one cannot define any “universal” collision frequency applicable for all electron
populations in ECRIS plasmas. However, to some extent these populations can be considered
separately. The collision frequency νee of electron-electron collisions can be estimated to be [12]

ν ee

ne e 4 ln Λ e
≈ 2 1/ 2
,
ε 0 me (kTe ) 3 / 2

(16)

where ln Λ e = ln (ne λ3De ) is the so-called electron Coulomb logarithm. The electron-electron
collision frequency depends strongly on the electron energy (kTe). In ECRIS plasmas the cold
electron population (with energies of a few tens of eV) is highly collisional while the hot electron
population (with energies of a few tens of keV) experiences less collisions. For example, the
collision frequency of 10 eV electrons is approximately 26 MHz while the collision frequency of
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100 keV electrons is approximately 26 Hz. In the calculation the following values were used: ne =
5·1011 1/cm3 and ln Λ e = 12 (which is typical value for gas discharge plasmas [12]). The relativistic
effect (γ-factor) was not taken into account in this example. The strong dependence of the collision
frequency on the electron energy means that electron heating by collisionless absorption of the
microwave power on the resonance dominates the collisional absorption of energy in electronelectron collisions, as long as the electron density of the plasma is sufficient (see figure 2.3) [13].

The behavior of ions in ECRIS plasmas differs significantly from the behavior of (warm) electrons.
They are much heavier, move slower and experience many collisions with each other. The collision
frequency, νij, and average time, τij, between collisions of ion species i and j is given by [22]
6.8 ⋅ 10 −8 ln Λ ij q 2
ν ij =
≅
Ai
τ ij
Ti 3 / 2
1

where Ai is the mass number of ion species i and

∑n

q
j

∑
j

A j ∑ n qj q 2 ,

(17)

q

q 2 ≈ ne q eff can be expressed with the aid of

q

the electron density ne and the mean ion charge state of the plasma qeff (assuming the plasma to be
quasineutral). In equation (17) the ion temperature is in units of eV and electron density in units of
cm-3. The ion temperatures in ECRIS plasmas have been estimated to be only a few electron volts
[22]. For example, figure 2.7 shows the collision frequencies and average times between
consecutive collisions for O7+ and Ar12+ ions (high charge states) in pure oxygen and argon plasmas
as a function of the ion temperature. The following parameters were used in the calculation: ne =
5·1011 1/cm3, qeff-oxygen = 5, qeff-argon = 8 and ln Λ e = 12.
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Figure 2.7 Ion-ion collision frequency and average time between collisions for O7+ and Ar12+ ions in a pure oxygen or
argon plasma. Plasma parameters typical for a 14 GHz ECRIS were used in the calculation.

As figure 2.7 shows, the ion-ion collision frequency depends strongly on the ion temperature. As
the temperature increases, ions become less collisional. The figure also shows that the collision
frequency of heavier ions (and therefore higher charges) is higher than the collision frequency of
lighter ions. If the ions are highly collisional, all charge states should have the same ion temperature
because their energy equipartition time τ eq ,i →i is much shorter than their confinement time [22]. The
collisional energy transfer from electrons to ions can be estimated using an expression for the
energy equipartition frequency ν eq ,e→i (18), which has been derived assuming steady-state
conditions in the ECRIS plasma [22]

ν eq ,e→i =

1

τ eq ,e→i

≅

−9

3.2 ⋅ 10 ln Λ ei
Te3 / 2

∑
i

∑n

q
i

q

Ai

q2
.

(18)

The units in equation (18) are the same as in equation (17). It can be seen that the equipartition
frequency and time depend strongly on the electron energy. Therefore different electron populations
have to be considered separately. For oxygen plasmas the equipartition times of the warm electron
population (Te,warm ≈ 1 keV) and of the hot electron population (Te,hot ≈ 100 keV) are 5.3 s and 167
s, respectively (with the same plasma parameters as in figure 2.7). Ions cannot reach these energies
since their confinement time in the plasma is much shorter, as we will see in section 2.5.4.
However, the equipartition time between ions and cold electrons whose temperature, Te,cold ≈ 10-50
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eV (around the plasma potential [17]), is significantly shorter. Figure 2.8 shows the energy
equipartition times for oxygen and argon ions in pure plasmas with the cold electron population as a
function of electron energy. The cold electron density ne,cold was estimated to be half of the total
electron density ne (which was assumed to be 5·1011 cm-3). This is due to the fact that approximately
half of the electrons pass the resonance in accelerating (or decelerating) phase with respect to the
electric field of the microwaves. All the other plasma parameters are the same as in the calculation
for figure 2.7.

Argon plasma (qeff = 8)

Oxygen plasma (qeff = 5)
200
180

Equipartition time [ms]

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Cold electron temperature [eV]

Figure 2.8 Energy equipartition times with cold electron population for pure oxygen and argon plasmas. Plasma
parameters typical of a 14 GHz ECRIS were used in the calculation.

The figure shows that the equipartition time between ions and the cold electron population is on the
order of tens of milliseconds, and it is longer for the argon plasma due to the higher mass. In order
to estimate the ion temperature in ECRIS plasmas the energy equipartition time has to be compared
with the production and confinement times of different ions (charge states), which will be done in
section 2.5.4.
2.5. Confinement of charged particles in ECRIS plasmas

The magnetic field in ECR ion sources is generated by solenoids and hexapole magnets. As a
consequence, a so-called magnetic bottle that can be used to trap charged particles is formed. Figure
2.9 presents a plasma trapped in a magnetic field generated by solenoids (on the left) and permanent
hexapole magnets (on the right). The superposition of these magnetic fields makes it possible to
confine the ECRIS plasma both axially and radially.
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Figure 2.9 Plasma trapped in a magnetic bottle generated by solenoids (on the left) [2] and permanent hexapole
magnets (on the right).

2.5.1. Trapping of charged particles in the magnetic bottle

The condition for successful trapping of charged particles in a magnetic bottle can be derived from
r
the conservation of energy and the magnetic moment μ of an individual particle [27]. It can be
shown that the confinement of a charged particle depends only on the initial velocity components v||
(parallel to the magnetic field) and v⊥ (perpendicular to magnetic field) as long as collisions do not
cause the particle to scatter in a different direction. This can be explained as follows: in a uniform
magnetic field there is no force that restricts the motion of the charged particle along the magnetic
r
r
field (as it spirals around the field line) but in a magnetic bottle the force F = − μ∇B restricts the
motion in the direction of increasing magnetic field. As a consequence, the so-called loss cone in
velocity space can be defined, with the aid of the magnetic field value at the location where the
particle is created and the maximum magnetic field Bmax (last possible turning point). In ECR ion
B

sources it is reasonable to define the loss cone only for electrons since ions are highly collisional
and their velocity components constantly changing. Furthermore, it can be assumed that free
electrons are mainly created near the resonance zone. Consequently the pitch angle θ, which defines
the loss cone (see figure 2.10.) in the velocity space, can be written as

⎛ v⊥
⎝ vtotal

θ = arcsin⎜⎜

⎛ B ECR
⎞
⎟⎟ ≅ arcsin⎜
⎜ B
max
⎠
⎝

25

⎞
⎟ = arcsin R −1 / 2 ,
⎟
⎠

(

)

(19)
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where the subscript ECR refers to the magnetic field on the resonance and R =

Bmax
is the mirror
BECR

ratio. Only particles whose pitch angle is greater than θ (outside the loss cone) are confined in the
magnetic bottle. If the pitch angle is less than θ, the particle will be lost unless it scatters from the
loss cone due to collisions. The perpendicular velocity of the electrons increases at the resonance as
they gain energy from the microwaves and therefore become better confined. Their velocity vector
moves outside the loss cone in velocity space because the parallel velocity component is not
affected by the ECR-heating. However, overdense plasmas cannot be magnetically confined
because the plasma oscillations perturb the motion of electrons in the magnetic field. Therefore
mirroring of electrons is possible only if ω ce > ω pe [2].

The confinement time of electrons in an ECRIS plasma increases as the mirror ratio of the magnetic
field increases, which leads to enhanced production of highly charged ions. For ECR ion sources it
is reasonable to define axial and radial mirror ratios separately. According to the so-called magnetic
field scaling laws the values of axial and radial mirror ratios Raxial =

Binjection
B ECR

and Rradial =

Bradial
BECR

should be approximately 4 and 2, respectively. The magnetic field scaling laws were formulated on
the basis of results presented by Gammino [28, 29]. Figure 2.10 presents the effect of increasing
mirror ratio on the three dimensional loss cone in velocity space. Arbitrary units are used in the
figure.

vz

B = Bz
Æ vz = v||
vx2 + vy2 = v⊥2

vy

Mirror ratio
increases

vz

vy
vx

vx

Figure 2.10 The effect of increasing mirror ratio on the electron loss cone of the magnetic bottle in velocity space.
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In an ECRIS the loss rate of charged particles in axial direction is dominated by the electron flux
while the ion flux determines the radial diffusion (hexapole field was not included in the study)
[30]. The extraction of highly charged ions from an ECRIS plasma can be considered as a favorable
loss process, which takes place when the ions follow the electrons into the extraction. Theoretically,
using a radial quadrupole field would be better for a plasma confinement device, as fewer magnetic
field lines hit the walls resulting in less ion losses than in the case of hexapole field. However, the
axial losses of a quadrupole do not concentrate like those of a hexapole, they spread radially, which
is not convenient for ion beam extraction [31].

2.5.2. Plasma potential

One feature of an ECR-heated plasma is the positive plasma potential with respect to the walls of
the plasma chamber. The potential builds up because electrons tend to diffuse out of the plasma
faster than ions due to the higher mobility of electrons (see, for example, reference [32]). The
electron diffusion is mainly due to low-energy electrons that are easily scattered into the loss-cone
of the magnetic bottle, as their collision frequency with other electrons and ions depends on their
energy as ν ee,ei ∝ (kTe ) −3 / 2 . The positive plasma potential builds up to compensate the loss rates of
positive and negative charge by retarding the losses of electrons and repelling ions [33]. The
mobility of the ions μi is defined by the formula

μi =

qe
,
miν ij

(20)

which implies that the plasma potential is higher for heavier ions (in a single-component plasma νij
= νii depends on the ion mass as mi-1/2). The value of the potential is on the order of tens of volts,
being lower for well-performing ECR ion sources [32]. It is determined by the imbalance of charge
densities (positive and negative) and therefore all the parameters such as microwave power and
neutral gas pressure affecting the electron density or ion charge state distribution of the ECRIS
plasma, for example, affect the value of the potential. It has been observed that a lower plasma
potential coincides with the enhanced production of highly charged ions, probably because of the
better ion confinement [34]. It has also been suggested that the stability of the plasma improves
when the plasma potential is lower due to the reduced ion sputtering of the plasma chamber walls
[35]. The positive plasma potential prevents low-energy electrons from escaping the plasma, which
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causes the electron loss cone of the magnetic bottle to turn into a “loss hyperboloid”. This happens
because the kinetic energy (velocity v = v||2 + v ⊥2 ) of the electrons has to be sufficient for them to
overcome the potential barrier generated by the plasma potential. Figure 2.11 shows the effect of
the plasma potential on the loss cone.

Plasma potential = 0 V

Plasma potential > 0 V
vz

vz

vy

vy
vx

vx

Electrons
trapped by
plasma
potential

Figure 2.11 The effect of non-zero plasma potential on the electron loss cone of the magnetic bottle in velocity space.

In principle, the plasma potential profile inside the plasma chamber of an ECRIS could be
calculated from the electron and ion densities and their spatial distributions. The ion densities of
different charge states have been estimated to be about or less than 1011 cm-3 [17]. The estimation
was performed by measuring the density of Ar15+ ions by spectroscopic means and deducing the
densities of other charge states from extracted ion currents. Although the measurements presented
in reference [36] imply that highly charged ions are produced in the center of the plasma and low
charge-state ions in the whole plasma volume, experimental data concerning the spatial
distributions of ion densities for different charge states was not found. Therefore, the plasma
potential profiles for ECRIS plasmas can be only estimated. According to Bibinov et al. [37] the
plasma potential Vp of an ECRIS can be estimated to be

Vp =

kTe ,cold ⎛
⎛q
⎜ 5.67 − ln⎜ eff
⎜ A
2e ⎜⎝
⎝
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where Te,cold is the temperature of the cold electron population, qeff the mean charge of the ions
escaping the plasma and A the mass number of these ions. Equation (21) gives the right order of
magnitude for the plasma potential as long as ion-ion-collisions is the dominating collision process.

In order to model the ion confinement, it has been suggested that highly charged ions are trapped in
a potential dip in the centre of the plasma [38]. The central dip would be caused by the strongly
confined hot electron population, which has gained energy in the resonance. The existence of the
potential dip requires the electron density to exceed the ion density in the centre of the plasma.
Charge densities responsible for the plasma potential profile (minor excess of positive charge) also
generate an electric field in the plasma. Figure 2.12 shows a possible charge density distribution and
corresponding electric field and plasma potential profile in the plane perpendicular to the plasma
chamber axis (in the middle of the plasma chamber). The charge density was assumed to be nonzero in the volume enclosed by the resonance zone. The maximum electron density was set to 5·1011
1/cm3 and the ion density was chosen based on the results presented in reference [17], such that the
resulting plasma potential was approximately 25 volts. The plasma was assumed to be elliptically
symmetric and plasma dimensions typical for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS were used in the
calculation; the plasma chamber radius r = 38 mm ( r = x 2 + y 2 ) and the radial distance from the
chamber axis to the resonance rECR = 17 mm. The boundary conditions for electric field and
potential set by the conducting plasma chamber were taken into account in the calculations. The
electric field was calculated by integrating over the charge density ρ (volume) (following from

r 1
Maxwell’s equation E =

ε0

r

∫ ρ (r ) ) and the resulting potential profile by integrating the electric

V

r
field in radial direction (following from the equation E = −∇φ ).
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Figure 2.12 Possible charge density distribution of an ECRIS plasma and corresponding electric field and plasma
potential profile in the plane perpendicular to the plasma chamber axis. In the calculation the plasma was assumed to
be elliptically symmetric and typical plasma dimensions for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS were used.

Figure 2.12 shows that in the plane perpendicular to the source axis the electric field corresponding
to the plasma potential of 25 V (which is a typical value for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS) is on the
order of 5-10 V/cm. The field strength in the plane parallel to the source axis is lower (3-7 V/cm)
because the plasma dimension can be assumed to be larger in this direction, reflecting the shape of
the resonance layer. This favors the conclusion that the electron flux dominates the axial particle
losses while ions are diffused out of the plasma radially [30]. In the equilibrium state this ambipolar
electric field balances the loss rates of negative and positive charge and therefore the ion losses
from the ECRIS plasma can be modeled by ambipolar diffusion (see section 2.5.4.). The electric
r
r
field affects the trajectories of charged particles spiraling around the magnetic field lines ( F = qE ).
The magnitude and direction of the electron (and ion) drift velocity vdrift due to the ambipolar
electric field can be calculated from the equation
r r
r r
r
F×B E×B
=
.
v drift =
qB 2
B2

(22)

The first form of the drift velocity equation is applicable for all forces acting on the particles. For
r
r
example, the drift velocity caused by the magnetic field gradient ( F = − μ∇B ) can be calculated
from the equation.
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2.5.3. Measurement of the plasma potential

Measuring the plasma potential of an ECRIS is an important matter, as according to reference [32],
by lowering the potential one can improve the performance of the source. Measurement of the
potential (and ion beam energy spread) gives valuable information for low energy beam transport
simulations. The value of the plasma potential of an ECRIS plasma can be measured with at least
three different methods:

(i)

The plasma potential can be deduced by inserting a Langmuir-probe (cold or emissive)
directly into the plasma and measuring the particle fluxes as a function of the probe
voltage [39, 40, 41]. In contrast to other methods described below, the probe can provide
spatial information on the plasma potential. However, the probe disturbs the original
plasma, for example by affecting the local electron density and electron energy
distribution. In addition, the extracted ion beam currents of highly charged ions are
reduced due to the probe.

(ii)

As the ions are extracted from an ECRIS they gain energy corresponding to the
acceleration voltage (source potential) and plasma potential. If the source potential is
known the plasma potential can be determined by measuring the magnetic rigidity of the
ion beams with a dipole magnet [34, 42]. The plasma potential can be calculated from
the equation

Vp =

Qer 2 2
B − Vsource .
2 mi

(23)

where Q is the ion charge state, e the elementary charge, r the bending radius of the
magnet, B the measured magnetic field of the analyzing magnet, mi the ion mass and
Vsource the source potential. Equation (23) does not take into account certain ion optical
uncertainties such as the edge effects of the bending magnet. In order to achieve accurate
results several measurements with different source voltages have to be performed.
Special attention also has to be paid to collimation of the ion beams.

(iii)

Another possibility to determine the plasma potential is to measure the energy of the
extracted ion beam by applying a decelerating voltage. The plasma potential can be
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further deduced by measuring the beam current as a function of this voltage. This
method has been used for an ECRIS plasma by Nadzeyka et al. who used a retarding
field analyzer designed for atomic physics experiments to determine the plasma potential
and energy spread of a 5 GHz ECRIS [43]. The operation of the plasma potential
measurement instrument [44] developed for this work is based on this so-called retarding
field method.

2.5.4. Confinement of ions in ECRIS plasmas

In order to emphasize the difference between the confinement of electrons and ions in ECRIS
plasmas it is essential to study their collision and gyration frequencies with the equations presented
in the preceding chapters. If the electron density and Coulomb logarithm are again assumed to be
5·1011 cm-3 and 12, respectively, the collision frequency for 1 keV electrons is approximately 26
kHz while the gyration frequency of the electrons in a 0.5 T magnetic field is 14 GHz. The collision
frequency of 40Ar12+ ions ranges from 1 MHz up to tens of MHz depending on their thermal energy
(see figure 2.7) while their gyration frequency in a 0.5 T magnetic field is approximately 2.3 MHz.
The following conclusions can be drawn:

(i)

Ions are highly collisional compared to electrons and therefore ions with the same
charge and mass are in thermal equilibrium (have the same temperature).

(ii)

Electrons are magnetically confined since their collision frequency is
significantly lower than their gyration frequency (for all electron populations).

(iii)

Ions are not magnetically confined since their gyromotion in the magnetic field is
strongly impeded by the collisions. Therefore, the confinement of ions has to be
treated with diffusion models.

Before establishing a time hierarchy for ions in ECRIS plasmas, the concept of ion production time
has to be considered. The production of multiply charged ions is dependent upon their ionization
time, τion (the time required to ionize neutral atom to charge state q), and the confinement time, τconf
(see equation 13), of each charge state [2]. The ionization and confinement times of different charge
states can be extracted by studying the production times τp (τp = τion + τconf ) and the beam
intensities Iq+, together with ion densities nq [17]. Table 2.2 shows production times for different
charge states of 40Ar ions measured with a 14 GHz ECRIS at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
and a fast-pulsed gas valve [45]. The production time was defined as being the time between the
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introduction of the material of interest and the peak ion current produced through this material
introduction. As table 2.2 shows, the production times increase with increasing charge state, being
on the order of tens of milliseconds for highly charged ions. The production time was observed to
be strongly dependent on the source settings (the values given here are the lowest that were reported
for argon ions). The production times measured with lead (solid element) have been observed to be
in the same range i.e. some tens of milliseconds [46]. The measurement was performed by pulsing
the voltage applied to a sputter sample.
Charge state of 40Ar

1+

2+

3+

4+

5+

Production time [ms]

2

2

3

4

5

6+

7+

8+

9+

10+

11+

12+

13+

7

8

14

19

25

33

38

41

40

Table 2.2 The production times of different charge states of Ar-ions measured with the 14 GHz ECRIS at ANL [45].

Some confinement times of different charge states for

40

Ar ions deduced from measurements

performed with the Caprice 10 GHz ECRIS are reported in reference [17]. The confinement times
were estimated by measuring the ion densities and extracted beam currents. Figure 2.13 shows the
calculated confinement times when the source was tuned for maximum output of Ar16+ (a) and Ar12+
ions (b), respectively.

Figure 2.13 Confinement times of

40

Ar ions measured with the Caprice 10 GHz ECRIS. The source was tuned for

maximum output of Ar16+ (a) or Ar12+ (b) [17].

Since the confinement times of different charge states of highly charged argon ions are in the range
of 0.7-3.1 ms, it can be concluded that the main part of their rise time (tens of ms, see table 2.2.) is
due to the ionization time. Moreover, the confinement times seem to be linearly dependent on the
charge state of the ions.
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The ion confinement in ECRIS plasmas can be treated theoretically with several models. In the
following three ion confinement models will be discussed. As mentioned in section 2.5.2. it has
been suggested that ions are trapped in a potential dip, Δφ, in the central plasma, which leads into
following formula [47] for ion confinement time

τ conf = R

π 1/ 2 L
vT

qeΔφ

e

kTi

(24)

.

Here R is the mirror ratio, L the half-length of the plasma and vT =

2kTi
the thermal velocity of
mi

the ions. However, this formula becomes questionable at high plasma densities, when the ions
become very collisional [17]. In section 2.5.2. it was shown that the charge imbalance of the plasma
that leads to a positive plasma potential also gives rise to an ambipolar electric field E inside the
plasma chamber. Due to this electric field ambipolar diffusion affects the confinement of the ions in
ECRIS plasmas. The ambipolar diffusion results in the following expression for the axial ion
confinement time [17] (units: τ, s; L, cm; ne, cm-3; Ti, eV; E, V/cm)

τ conf = 7.1 ⋅ 10 − 20 Lq ln Λ Ai

ne q eff
Ti 3 / 2 E

(25)

.

The equation does not take into account radial ion losses. In addition to ambipolar diffusion, the
ions experience a random thermal motion, which makes them diffuse out of the plasma. The axial
confinement time related to this mechanism can be modeled as [17] (units: τ, s; L, cm; ne, cm-3; Ti,
eV)

τ conf = 7.1 ⋅ 10 − 20 L2 q 2 ln Λ Ai

ne q eff
Ti 5 / 2

.

(26)

Figure 2.14 shows the confinement times for 40Ar12+ ion calculated from these confinement models
as a function of ion temperature. The following values typical of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS were
used in the calculations: R = 4.2, L = 4.5 cm, ne = 5·1011 cm-3, ln Λ = 12 and E = 4 V/cm. The depth
of the potential dip was assumed to be 1 V based on the discussion in reference [17].
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Potential dip model

Ambipolar diffusion (axial) Thermal motion (axial)
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Figure 2.14 The confinement time of 40Ar12+ ions as a function of the ion temperature calculated with different models:
potential dip model (equation (24)), ambipolar diffusion model (equation (25)) and thermal motion model (equation
(26)) . Plasma parameters typical of the 14 GHz ECRIS were used in the calculations.

The figure shows that confinement times calculated from the (axial) ambipolar diffusion model are
significantly lower than confinement times calculated from the other models with ion temperatures
less than 10 eV. According to the measurement results presented in reference [17] (see figure 2.13.)
the confinement time of

40

Ar12+ ions is in the range of 0.9-2.7 ms. Therefore it seems that the

ambipolar diffusion model results into too short confinement times even with very low ion
temperatures (≈ 1 eV). However, if the ion temperature is assumed to be independent of the charge
state, it is the only model that gives the correct (linear) dependence on the ion charge. The other
models (equations (24) and (26)) lead to the correct order of magnitude for the confinement time
when the ion temperature is between 4 and 8 eV. The confinement times calculated from these
models depend strongly on the ion charge, which is contradictory to the measurements showing a
linear dependence on the charge state. However, if the ion temperature increases with increasing
charge state, confinement times calculated from the thermal diffusion model would not depend
strongly on the charge state since according to equation (26) τ conf ∝

q2
. Another remark that can
Ti 5 / 2

be made based on the calculations shown in figure 2.14. is that if there was a potential dip in the
core of ECRIS plasmas, it would be very shallow (around 1 V). The confinement times of ions
depend exponentially on Δφ and therefore, even a small increase of Δφ would cause the
confinement times to significantly exceed the confinement times deduced from the experimental
data. The potential dip model is most probably well-suited to low-collisional hydrogen plasmas
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typical for fusion devices, but not adapted to the rather cold collisional heavy ions of ECRIS
plasmas [17].
In order to summarize the physics of ions in ECRIS plasmas the hierarchy of times for Ar12+ ions is
presented in table 2.3 including ion-ion collision time τii, cyclotron period (gyration time) τic,
confinement time τconf, production time τp (τp = τion + τconf ) and electron-ion energy equipartition
times τ eq ,e→i with different electron populations. The given confinement and production times are
based on experimental results presented in references [17] and [45], respectively. The temperatures
of the electron populations were assumed to be 20 eV (around the plasma potential), 1 keV and 100
keV while the ion temperature was assumed to be 3 eV. The same plasma parameters as in the
previous calculations were used. Changing the plasma parameters in the range, which is typical to
ECR ion sources does not affect the order of magnitude of the values given in table 2.3. The times
presented in the table are given in seconds.
τii (Ti = 3 eV)

τic

7.0·10-8

4.4·10-7

τconf

τp

≈ 2·10-3 ≈ 40·10-3

τ eq ,e→i (Te = 20 eV) τ eq ,e→i (Te = 1 keV)
47·10-3

8.2

τ eq ,e→i (Te = 100 keV)
8.2·103

Table 2.3 The hierarchy of times (in seconds) for Ar12+ ions in ECRIS plasmas.

The table shows that ions in ECRIS plasmas are not magnetically confined since their collision time
is of the same order of magnitude as their cyclotron period. The confinement time of the ions is
long enough (on the order of milliseconds) to obtain high charge states. The energy equipartition
time of ions with the warm and hot electron populations is significantly higher than their production
time and therefore it can be concluded that the electrons, which have gained energy at the
resonance, do not heat the ions efficiently. In reference [22] it was reported that the ion temperature
in ECRIS plasmas is only a few eV and that all ions have the same temperature. However, as table
2.3 shows the rise time of Ar12+ ions (≈ 40 ms) is on the same order of magnitude as the energy
equipartition time of the ions and the low-energy electron population. Therefore, it can be expected
that ions have enough time to gain energy from the cold electron population. Another process that
could heat the ions in an ECRIS plasma even more effectively than electron-ion collisions is the
absorption of the ion sound wave [48, 49]. The ion sound wave is generated as the incoming
electromagnetic wave decays into a high frequency upper hybrid wave and a low frequency ion
sound wave due to non-linear processes. The ion sound wave induced ion heating depends
quadratically on the ion charge [48, 49]. Therefore, it would be reasonable to expect the ion
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temperature to increase with increasing charge state as their production time (the time that ions
spend in the plasma) increases and ion sound wave heating becomes more efficient. The low
charge-state ions do not have enough time to gain energy from the cold electron population while
the temperature of highly charged ions can be close to the temperature of the low-energy electrons
[48, 49]. Moreover, if the production time of highly charged ions exceeds the energy equipartition
time with the cold electron population it can be assumed that all high charge states have the same
ion temperature. In this case the best model to describe the ion confinement would be equation (26)
that gives the right order of magnitude for the confinement times.
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3. PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY CHARGED ION BEAMS WITH ECR ION SOURCES

Electron cyclotron resonance ion sources are highly versatile and ion beams from various elements,
including radioactive isotopes, can be produced with them. Consequently, a number of new nuclear
physics experiments have been carried out using ECR ion sources. However, some projectile-target
combinations have extremely small reaction cross sections. Therefore it is necessary to pay
attention to the performance of the ion source and the quality of the ion beams in order to achieve
adequate beam currents and charge states. In this chapter, commonly used techniques to improve
the performance of ECR ion sources and methods to ionize different elements will be discussed.
Also the extraction of ion beams and factors affecting their quality will be considered.
3.1. Methods to improve the performance of ECR ion sources

The requirements for production of multiply charged ions with ECR ion sources can be summarized
as follows [8, 2]:

(i)

The electron energy in ECRIS plasmas has to be sufficient for ionization of the atoms to
the required charge state.

(ii)

The confinement time τconf of the ions has to be long enough to obtain high charge states.

(iii)

In order to reach high charge states it is necessary that the electron density, ne, of the
plasma is adequate.

(iv)

The neutral pressure has to be low enough in order to minimize recombination
processes, in particular charge exchange.

The probability to produce highly charged ions is assumed to be proportional to the product ne·τconf.
The following commonly used methods to improve the performance of ECR ion sources are
therefore somehow related to either increasing the electron density or the confinement time of the
ions (or both). However, it has to be kept in mind that operation of an ECRIS involves making
compromises. For example, it is not desirable to increase the confinement time of ions at the
expense of decreasing the extracted beam currents, or to increase the gas feed rate in order to
achieve higher densities at the expense of multiplying the rate of charge exchange.
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3.1.1. Wall coating and plasma chamber material

The beneficial effect of wall coating was discovered by Lyneis et. al. [50]. The currents of highly
charged oxygen ion beams increased by a factor of 2 after the source had been operated with SiH4
gas. During the silicon-run the surface of the plasma chamber was covered by a silicon oxide layer.
Two explanations were given for the improved performance [50]: (i) The secondary electron
emission coefficient for the silicon oxide layer is substantially higher than for the clean copper
chamber. Therefore the electron density of the plasma is increased due to cold electrons emitted
from the walls of the plasma chamber. (ii) The plasma potential is modified by the insulating
properties of the silicon oxide layer.

Similar improvements have been obtained by coating the plasma chamber with aluminum oxide
[51] or by manufacturing the whole chamber out of aluminum [52]. A variation of the wall coating
method is to use an aluminum liner that is inserted into the plasma chamber. For example, in
reference [53] the aluminum liner was covered with a metal-dielectric layer of aluminum oxide with
high secondary electron emission coefficient. The plasma chambers of modern ECR ion sources are
usually made of aluminum or stainless steel (instead of copper, which was commonly used earlier).
Table 3.1 shows the secondary electron emission coefficients δ and optimal electron impact
energies Eδmax for some materials [24].

Material

Al

C (soot)

Cu

SiO2

Al2O3

MgO

δ

1.0 – 1.2

0.45

1.3

2.1 - 4

2-9

3 – 15

Eδmax [eV]

300

500

600

400

-

400 - 1500

Table 3.1 Secondary electron emission coefficients and optimal impact energies for some materials related to ECR ion
sources [24].

Table 3.1 implies that the improved performance of the ion source due to oxide layers (silicon or
aluminum) can be explained by higher secondary electron emission that affects the electron density
of the plasma. Another method, in addition to wall coating, to directly increase the electron density
of ECRIS plasma is to use an electron gun [54]. However, this method has not become widely
applied due to the problems of stabilizing the output of highly charged ions.
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3.1.2. Biased electrode technique

The first experiments on the application of a probe, insulated from the plasma chamber are reported
in reference [55]. It was observed that by using a negatively biased disk (with a voltage of a few
hundred volts with respect to source voltage) at the injection end of the plasma chamber, the
intensities of highly charged ion beams could be increased significantly. Practically all new ECR
ion sources are equipped with such a biased electrode [32].

Several experiments have been performed to explain the beneficial effect of the biased electrode.
These include for example tests with a movable disk [56], tests with different sizes and shapes of
disk [57] and tests with a pulsed disk [58]. The effect of the biased disk can be explained by
studying the changes in the current system of the ECRIS plasma chamber i.e. so-called Simon
short-circuit currents (see for example reference [59]). A schematic drawing of the Simon shortcircuit current system in an ECRIS is presented in figure 3.1 showing also the balance equation of
currents due to electron and ion losses. Note that the arrows in the figure indicate the direction of
particle fluxes and that the (electric) current due to electron losses points to the opposite direction.
The drain current of the ion source indicating the total extracted beam current is included in
extraction end currents Iext.

I⊥i

I⊥e

Ibdi

Iexti
Plasma

Ibd

e

Iexte

Biased disk

Ion extraction

I⊥i + Ibdi + Iexti + I⊥e + Ibde + Iexte = 0
Figure 3.1 Simon short-circuit currents in the ECRIS plasma chamber. The direction of the arrow shows the particle
flux.

By applying a negative voltage to the biased disk the electron flux at the injection end of the source
can be decreased as the disk repels electrons, which causes the electron density of the plasma to
increase. However, to satisfy the current balance condition shown in figure 3.1 the ion fluxes
(mainly in radial direction; I⊥i ) out of the plasma have to decrease. As a consequence, the source
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performance improves not only because of the increased electron density but also because of longer
ion confinement time. It has been observed recently that by placing a positively biased cylinder on
the inner wall of the plasma chamber the extracted currents of high charge states can be increased
[30]. This effect can also be explained by studying the Simon short-circuit currents of the ECRIS
plasma chamber.

3.1.3. Gas mixing

The gas mixing effect was discovered in the early 1980’s by Drentje [6]. By adding a lighter
element (excluding hydrogen) to the plasma, the intensities of highly charged ion beams produced
from the heavier element can be increased. The fact that hydrogen is not a suitable mixing gas has
been connected to the formation of negative hydrogen ions [60]. Since the discovery of the
technique, various explanations for its beneficial effects have been suggested. According to
reference [61] these explanations include

(i)

A dilution effect [62]; lowering the average charge state, which reduces the electron loss
rate and thereby increases the electron density of the plasma.

(ii)

An ion cooling process due to the mass effect [63] in ion-ion collisions in conjunction
with effective transport of ion (thermal) energy out of the plasma by the low mass and
charge ions [64].

(iii)

Increase of the electron density due to improved ionization efficiency [65, 66].

(iv)

Decrease of the plasma potential resulting in better ion confinement and stability of the
plasma [34, 67].

The present understanding of ECRIS plasmas favors the explanation based on the mass effect i.e.
ion cooling in ion-ion collisions. Ion cooling has been experimentally studied by feeding a gas
mixture consisting of 18O, 17O and 16O having the same electronic properties into an ECRIS (see for
example [68]). The output of high charge states was observed to be the best for the heaviest isotope
(so-called isotope anomaly) supporting the existence of the mass effect. The simplest example to
demonstrate the ion cooling process is to assume that ions experience head-on-collisions with each
other [69]. With this model it can be seen that the thermal energy of the heavier ion decreases in the
collision with the lighter ion (having the same initial thermal energies). A sophisticated model of
the effects of ion cooling on ion temperature can be found from reference [22]. In that study oxygen
was found to be a good mixing gas not only because of its rather low mass but also because of the
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low ionization potential. However, the model assumes that the temperature of different ion species
is the same, which is contrary to very recent measurement results [70] and calculations [49]
implying that lighter ions are heated more effectively than heavier ions. The measurements
indicated that ion cooling cannot solely explain the isotope anomaly if the ion temperature is
assumed to be equal for all ion species and therefore a mass selective heating process i.e. ion
Landau damping (of ion acoustic wave) was introduced in reference [70].

The ion cooling mechanism can be effective only if the average ion temperature of the plasma
decreases. Therefore lighter ions with lower average charge have to transfer the energy out of the
plasma effectively. This would mean that their ionization efficiency decreases compared to a pure
plasma of lighter ions, which has been confirmed experimentally [66]. From equations (24) - (26) it
can be seen that the confinement time of ions should increase when the ion temperature decreases
regardless of the model used to calculate the confinement time.

3.1.4. Multiple frequency heating

It has been demonstrated that the production of highly charged ion beams with ECR ion sources can
be improved through the use of multiple frequency heating, which provides additional resonance
surfaces for electron heating [71, 72]. At Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) it has been found
with a traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) that it is beneficial to tune the secondary (and
tertiary) frequency [73, 74] to maximize the output of highly charged ions. Double frequency
heating with a tunable TWTA has also been utilized at JYFL and preliminary tests with three
frequencies have been performed. In this case both secondary frequencies were launched through
the same TWTA and the results are presented in ref. [75]. Figure 3.2 shows the extracted currents of
different xenon (136Xe) ion beams for single (14 GHz / klystron) and double frequency heating
modes (14 + 11.39 GHz / klystron + TWTA) measured with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS. Also, the
improvement factor of the beam current due to two frequency heating is presented.
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Klystron
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Improvement factor
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Beam current [μA]
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Figure 3.2 The improvement of 136Xe ion beam currents when double frequency heating is used.

The physical processes affecting the performance of ECR ion sources due to the secondary
frequency are mainly unknown. It has been observed experimentally that

(i)

The secondary resonance improves the production of highly charged ions and shifts the
charge state distribution (CSD) towards higher charge states [73].

(ii)

The frequency gap between separate resonances should be adequate [73].

(iii)

The production times of highly charged ions decrease due to the secondary frequency
[46].

(iv)

The plasma potential is slightly lower in double frequency heating mode compared to
single frequency heating mode [76, 77, 46]. It has been proposed that the plasma
potential profile could be modified by the secondary resonance [46].

(v)

The use of the secondary frequency makes it possible to reduce the consumption rate of
the ionized material (observed at ANL [78] and at JYFL)

The improved intensities of highly charged ions together with decreased production times imply
that the electron density is affected by the secondary resonance. A possible explanation for this is
the randomization of the phase difference between electrons and microwaves at discrete resonance
zones, which improves the confinement of electrons due to more effective ECR heating. Based on
the results (i) - (v) it is impossible to deduce whether the confinement time of ions is simultaneously
affected or not.
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Multiple frequency heating experiments have shown that the performance of ECR ion sources can
be enhanced by increasing the physical sizes or numbers of discrete resonant zones embedded
within their plasma volumes. The resonance volume can be increased also by using a broadband rfgenerator equipped with a traveling wave tube amplifier. The beneficial effects of broadband
microwave radiation have been observed with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS [79]. The results of these
studies have shown that high-charge-state beams (e.g., Ar11+ and higher) can be enhanced by factors
> 2 with broadband microwave radiation (200 MHz bandwidth) compared to those powered with
narrow bandwidth (~1 MHz) radiation. Results speaking for the beneficial effect of broadband
radiation have also been reported by Celona et al. [80] who compared the ion output of the SERSE
ECR ion source [81] with klystron-based and TWT-based microwave generators with different
bandwidths.

3.1.5. Afterglow and long pulse operation modes

ECR ion sources can be operated in two modes; in continuous mode and in afterglow mode. When
the microwave power heating the electrons on the resonance is switched off, the intensities of
highly charged ion beams increase and the charge state distribution shifts towards higher charge
states. This rather peculiar phenomenon can be exploited by pulsing the microwaves so that the
pulse length is on the order of 100 μs with a pulse spacing of around 500 μs [2]. However, the ion
beams produced in this mode, called afterglow, are pulsed and therefore not applicable to
cyclotrons.

The explanation for the increased beam currents after switching off the microwave power is based
on the fact that at the resonance electrons gain energy (velocity) in the perpendicular direction with
respect to the magnetic field. Therefore, due to ECR-heating a certain electron population is
actively removed from the loss cone, which is defined in the velocity space (see figures 2.10 and
2.11). As the microwave power is turned off, the population that has been confined by the
additional v⊥ provided by the resonance heating is no longer confined. These electrons can leak
through the magnetic trap dragging ions with them. Additional ion losses contribute to extracted
beam currents, which therefore increase. During the afterglow pulse the plasma state is maintained
by the well-confined hot electrons that can be trapped for several milliseconds [2].

A “combination” of continuous and afterglow modes is so-called long pulse operation mode, which
can be exploited for injection into accelerators. In this mode the accelerator utilizes the full length
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of the beam pulse rather than the afterglow part only. The advantage of long pulse operation is that
fewer neutrals accumulated on the walls of the plasma chamber circulate back to the plasma, which
causes the charge state distribution of extracted ion beams to shift towards higher charge states
compared to operation with continuous beam.
3.2. Methods for introduction of material into the ECRIS plasma

Electron cyclotron resonance ion sources can be used to produce multiply charged ion beams from a
great variety of different elements. In order to carry out new experiments in the field of nuclear and
applied physics several methods for introduction of material into ECRIS plasmas have been
developed. Selection of the method depends mostly on the properties of the element. In the
following the most common methods will be presented. In addition to the methods described here
there are a few rarely used techniques including wall recycling [82], the insertion technique [83]
and the laser ablation method [84], for example.

3.2.1. Gaseous elements and compounds

The easiest means to introduce material into the plasma is to use elements or compounds that are
gaseous at room temperature. These materials include for example noble gases (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe)
and compounds such as CO2, SiH4, BF3, CCl4 and UF6. The material is normally fed into the plasma
with a rate of 0.1-1 cm3/h (NTP). The molecules are dissociated and ionized in the plasma as a
consequence of collisions with energetic electrons. With this method the ion source can be operated
for a very long period of time without having to readjust the plasma conditions. However, the
selection of appropriate materials is limited.

3.2.2. Evaporation oven

Evaporation ovens can be used to produce ion beams from materials that are solids at room
temperature. The maximum operating temperature of a modern miniature oven is about 2000 °C,
which requires the heating process to be very localized and the radiative losses to be diminutive. At
this temperature the vapour pressure of most materials is high enough for sufficient material
evaporation. Resistively heated ovens can be used to produce ion beams from numerous materials
such as Al, Cu, Ca, Bi and U, for example. The first resistively heated external ovens for the
production of ion beams from solids were developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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(LBNL) [85]. Since then ovens have been improved by several groups by choice of. For example,
figure 3.3 shows a recently developed high temperature oven with a maximum operation
temperature of about 2000 °C [86].

Figure 3.3 The GSI high temperature oven [86]. (a) Ta cylinder, (b) heating wire, (c) reflection foil, (d) heat shield, (e)
crucible holder, (f) ceramic ring, (g) filament holder, (h) grub screw, (i) oven guidance (j ) grub screw (k) ceramic tube.

The gas mixing technique (normally nitrogen or oxygen) is often used together with evaporation
ovens. The main problem of resistively heated evaporation ovens is the low ionization efficiency,
approximately 10 % [87]. As a consequence the material consumption rate is rather high, which is a
considerable problem in the case of expensive isotopes such as 48Ca.

3.2.3. The MIVOC method

The MIVOC method [7] is based on the fact that the consumption rate of a gaseous feed material in
an ECR ion source can be quite low, of the order of 0.1 cm3/h (NTP) in appropriate gas mixing
conditions. It is thus possible to feed the ECRIS plasma with a low-pressure vapor of a volatile
chemical compound kept at room temperature if the conductance of the feed line between the
ECRIS plasma and the MIVOC chamber is sufficient. The molecules are allowed to flow from the
MIVOC chamber into the plasma where energetic electrons break the compound molecules into
individual atoms. These atoms are ionized and then extracted from the ion source. Utilization of the
MIVOC method sets two demands for the compound: the evaporation rate of the compound has to
correspond to the consumption rate of the ion gas and the element of interest has to be the heaviest
atom in the compound to keep the ionization efficiency high. The MIVOC method can be used to
produce ion beams from, for example, Mg, Ti, Fe, Ni, Ga and Zr.

Most of the MIVOC-compounds (such as ferrocene Fe(C5H5)2), contain carbon atoms. As a
consequence, the drawback of the MIVOC method is carbon contamination of the plasma chamber.
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A carbon layer on the plasma chamber surface affects the performance of the ion source by
reducing the number of secondary electrons emitted from the walls of the chamber. Because the
carbon layer is a better absorber of the energy of microwaves compared to the metal surface of the
plasma chamber, it can also have an effect on the Q-value of the plasma chamber due to diminished
multi-pass coupling of the electromagnetic waves and plasma [2]. This eventually affects the
performance of the ion source. Carbon contamination of the plasma chamber can be prevented by
using a liner. However, the liner becomes contaminated which also decreases the performance of
the ion source.

3.2.4. Sputtering

The sputtering method can be used to produce ion beams from refractory elements. In this method a
material sample is placed into the plasma chamber. A negative voltage is applied to the sample in
order to accelerate the ions of the plasma towards it. With the aid of the energy provided by the
bombarding ions, atoms can be removed from the bulk material. The proportion of disengaged
atoms with respect to bombarding ions is called the sputtering yield. The yield depends on the
properties of the target, such as sublimation energy of the sputtered material, the mass and energy of
the bombarding ions and the angle of incidence. The special features of ECR ion sources set two
major restrictions for the sputtering method. The mixing gas that is used to maintain appropriate
plasma conditions and to provide the sputtering ions has to be lighter than the element to be
sputtered. Otherwise the intensities of desired ion beams would decrease dramatically due to the
mass effect considered in section 3.1.3. Another restriction is the voltage applied to the sample. In
order to obtain high sputtering yields, voltages from -2 to -10 kV have to be used. However, the
negative voltage of the sample affects the plasma conditions because the sample acts as a source of
neutrals and because an electric field causing the charged particles to drift is generated. Therefore it
is not beneficial to use too high voltages in order to maximize the sputtering yield.

The sputtering method was used for the production of multiply charged ion beams with ECR ion
sources for the first time at Argonne National Laboratory [88]. This method can be used to produce
ion beams from Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr and Au, for example. The consumption rate of the
material is usually in the range of 0.2…1 mg/h corresponding to the material consumption rate of
miniature ovens for similar beam intensities.
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3.3. Ion beam extraction and the quality of ion beams produced with ECR ion sources

The multiply charged ions produced in the ECRIS plasma are extracted with the aid of high voltage.
In the extraction area the ions experience an electric field, which accelerates them into the beam
line. The quality of the ion beams is mainly determined at the extraction. In this section the beam
intensity restrictions set by the ion extraction and the plasma properties affecting the beam quality
are treated.

3.3.1. The plasma meniscus and Child-Langmuir law

The trajectories of the accelerated ions which determine the beam quality at the extraction, are
influenced by several factors such as electric and magnetic field strengths, the shape of the emitting
plasma surface and space-charge density of the beam itself [89]. The boundary layer between the
plasma and the extracted ion beam is called the plasma meniscus. The depth, position and curvature
of this layer depend on the plasma density and temperature of electrons and ions. Figure 3.4
presents the plasma meniscus in three cases: (a) overdense, (b) intermediate density and (c)
underdense plasmas [89]

Figure 3.4 The plasma meniscus for (a) overdense plasma, (b) intermediate density plasma and (c) underdense plasma.
The notation P refers to plasma, O to outlet electrode (plasma electrode) and E to extraction electrode.

For overdense plasma (a) the meniscus is convex and a significant number of ions are lost as they
hit the extraction electrodes. In the case of intermediate plasma density (b) the beam is better
matched to the extraction, which makes this shape of plasma meniscus the most attractive regarding
the extraction design. Finally, for underdense plasma (c) the meniscus is concave and although the
beam is not lost at the extraction area, the space charge of the beam will create significant problems
(beam blow up) further down the beam line. However, the magnitude of this effect depends on the
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beam current. In order to achieve adequate beam extraction conditions (optimal shape of the plasma
meniscus), the plasma properties of the ion source including plasma density, plasma potential and
ion temperature, have to be taken into account when designing the extraction. The shape of the
plasma meniscus is directly related to the plasma density while plasma potential and ion
temperature affect the longitudinal and tranversal momentum spread of the extracted ion beam.
The maximum current density j in units of mA/cm2 that can possibly be expected for ion beams
accelerated by an electric field is obtained under space-charge limited conditions and follows the
Child-Langmuir law (a planar plasma meniscus is assumed) [89]

Q V 3/ 2
j ≅ 1.73
.
M d2

(27)

Here Q is the charge state of the ion beam, M the ion mass [amu], V the acceleration voltage in kV
and d the (first) extraction gap in cm. This equation holds under space-charge limited conditions i.e.
when the ion source is capable of producing more ions than can be removed (per unit time). It is of
note that if the ion beam is partly space-charge neutralized (accel-decel extraction system), the
current density can slightly exceed the value given by the Child-Langmuir law.

3.3.2. Emittance and brightness of an ion beam

The quality of the ion beam extracted from an ion source is characterized by the beam emittance
and brightness. For high quality ion beams the emittance should be as small as possible and the
brightness as high as possible. The emittance of an ion beam describes the relative position and
divergence of the beam particles i.e. the tranverse momentum of the ion beam. The root mean
square emittance ε xx − rms of an ion beam can be defined as
,

ε xx '− rms = ( x 2 ⋅ x' 2 ) − ( xx') 2 ,

(28)

in which the averages of the phase space coordinates x (position) and x’ (divergence) are weighted
by the beam intensity [89]. The area of the (x, x’) phase space occupied by the beam i.e. the
emittance ε xx and the normalized rms-emittance ε xx − rms − norm , which is independent of the beam
,

,
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energy, can be further expressed as ε xx = 4ε xx − rms and ε xx − rms − norm = βγε xx − rms , respectively [89].
,

,

,

,

Here β = v / c and γ = 1 / 1 − β 2 are the relativistic variables. The most comprehensive quantity
that describes the beam quality is the beam brightness Bbeam, which relates the beam current I and
B

two transverse emittance values as (in the case of cylindrical symmetry the emittance in different
planes, x and y, is the same)

Bbeam =

I

ε ε yy '
xx '

.

(29)

Two dominant factors contribute to the emittance of ion beams extracted from an ECRIS; ion
temperature [89] and induced beam rotation caused by the magnetic field at extraction [90]. The
normalized root mean square emittance of the ion beam in units of π·mm·mrad can be calculated
theoretically from the following equation;

ε xx ´− rms − norm =
,

0.0164r

π

kTi 0.0402 Br 2 Q
+
,
M
π
M

(30)

in which r is the radius of the extraction aperture [mm], kTi the ion temperature [eV], M the ion
mass [amu], B the magnetic field at extraction [T] and Q the charge state of the ion beam. Based on
equation (30) the following conclusions can be made

(i)

The emittance of the ion beams should be dominated by the contribution of the magnetic
field since according to theoretical estimations the ion temperature in an ECRIS plasma
is only a few eV [22].

(ii)

The dominance of the emittance due to the magnetic field over the emittance due to ion
temperature is smaller for low-charge state ions.

(iii)

The effective extraction radius of different charge states affects their emittance
significantly. It has been deduced that highly charged ions originate near the source axis
[36] while the low charge-state ions are produced in the whole plasma volume, which
means that the effective extraction radius is smaller for highly charged ions. This
reduces the dominance of the magnetic field emittance ( ∝ r 2 ) over the ion temperature
emittance ( ∝ r ) for highly charged ions.
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(iv)

The emittance should increase with increasing charge state, which is contradictory to
measurement results (see for example reference [91]). However, charge-state dependent
effective extraction radii can explain this discrepancy.

These aspects are demonstrated in figure 3.5. Figure 3.5.a shows theoretically calculated
contributions of the ion temperature and magnetic field to the emittance values (normalized rmsemittance) of different oxygen ion beams with an ion temperature of 5 eV. The total emittance is
also presented in the figure. The influence of the effective extraction radius is demonstrated in
figure 3.5.b, assuming the extraction radius to be 4 mm for O+ ions and to decrease linearly with
increasing charge state to 1.6 mm for O7+ ions. This corresponds roughly to the estimation based on
measurements presented in reference [91]. The same ion temperature (5 eV) was used in the
calculation. In both cases the magnetic field at the extraction was chosen to be 0.9 T, which
approximately corresponds to the field of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS.

a (r = 4 mm)
εtemperature

b (r = 1.6...4 mm)
εmagnetic

εtotal

εtemperature
Normalized rms-emittance
[πmmmrad]
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Figure 3.5.(a) Theoretical contributions of the ion temperature (5 eV) and magnetic field (0.9 T) to the emittance values
of oxygen ion beams calculated from equation (30). (b) The effect of different effective extraction hole radii (r)
decreasing linearly from 4 mm for O+ to 1.6 mm for O7+ on the emittance.

Equation (30) does not take into account the effect of the hexapolar magnetic field on the emittance
of ion beams extracted from an ECRIS. The hexapole field causes a strong plasma density variation
in azimuthal direction resulting in azimuthal electrostatic field component which changes sign at the
angle where the plasma density is at maximum. Due to non-linear effects the force created by this
field component causes emittance growth at the extraction [92].
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3.3.3. The effect of ion optics on the emittance

Theoretically the emittance of ion beams is determined in the plasma and at the extraction of the ion
source. However, the longitudinal momentum spread of the ion beam affects the emittance through
the dispersion in different ion optical components. In the case of ECR ion sources the momentum
spread is mainly due to the plasma potential profile. The evolution of the ion beam in phase space
(different planes) can be described in first order with the aid of the beam line transfer matrix, which
can be calculated from the transfer matrices of different ion optical components (drift spaces, dipole
magnets, solenoids etc.) that are used to bend and focus the ion beam. In the case of continuous
beam the phase space coordinate values ( x1 , x1' , y1 , y1' , (Δp/p)1 ) in a certain location of the beam
line can be calculated with the aid of a 5x5 transfer matrix as

⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ R11
⎟ ⎜
⎜
⎜ x' ⎟ ⎜ R21
⎜ y ⎟ = ⎜R
⎟ ⎜ 31
⎜
⎜ y ' ⎟ ⎜ R41
⎜ (Δp / p) ⎟ ⎜ R
⎠1 ⎝ 51
⎝

R12

R13

R14

R22
R32

R23
R33

R24
R34

R42
R52

R43
R53

R44
R54

R15 ⎞⎛ x ⎞
⎟⎜
⎟
R25 ⎟⎜ x' ⎟
R35 ⎟⎜ y ⎟
⎟⎜
⎟
R45 ⎟⎜ y ' ⎟
⎟
R55 ⎠⎜⎝ (Δp / p ) ⎟⎠ 0

(31)

where the subscript 0 denotes the original phase space coordinates. The individual matrix elements
Rij depend on the bending and focusing properties of the different ion optical components (magnetic
fields, dimensions etc.). The matrix representation of the phase space coordinate values does not
take into account space charge of the ion beam or non-linear effects. The orientation of the
emittance ellipse in x- and y-planes perpendicular to each others and to beam propagation indicates
if the ion beam is divergent, convergent, focused or almost parallel in these planes. The ellipse
rotates in phase space and therefore its orientation and shape depend on the location in the beam
line. Figure 3.6 shows some possible orientations of the emittance ellipse in (x, x’) phase space.
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Figure 3.6 The orientation for the emittance ellipse in the case of (i) diverging, (ii) converging, (iii) focused and (iv)
almost parallel ion beam.

In the case of zero longitudinal momentum spread the phase space area enclosed by the emittance
ellipse is conserved according to Liouville’s theorem and the emittance of the ion beam remains
unchanged as the beam is transmitted through different ion optical components (under the
assumption that correlation effects between particles can be neglegted). However, if the momentum
spread of the ion beam is non-zero, the so-called dispersive matrix elements (R15, R25, R35 and R45)
affect the phase space coordinate values calculated from the transfer matrix. This causes the beam
emittance to grow (not single particle emittance). The magnitude of the emittance growth depends
on the location in the beam line and on the magnitude of the ion beam momentum spread. Figure
3.7 demonstrates the effect of non-zero momentum spread on the emittance in (x, x’) phase space in
the case of positive matrix elements R15 and R25 (R15 > R25). The figure shows the effect of
dispersion on the area enclosed by the ellipses for three different initial momentum values
(energies). In the figure the effect of dispersive matrix elements is exaggerated.

x’
Dispersive
ion optical
components

Δp/p >> 0

x

x’

x
Δp/p > 0
Δp/p = 0

Figure 3.7 The effect of dispersive ion optical components (dispersive matrix elements) on the area enclosed by the
emittance ellipses. The initial emittance is shown on left and the resulting emittance ellipses for different initial
momenta on right.

As the figure shows, dispersive ion optical components cause the emittance of ion beams to grow.
Note that the beam emittance is the total area enclosed by the individual ellipses (with different
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momentum spreads), which means that for non-zero momentum spread the emittance is no longer
described by the area of an ellipse as the beam is transmitted through dispersive ion optical
components.

In the case of ECR ion sources dipole magnets are normally used for mass-charge analysis of the
ion beam. A dipole magnet is a typical example of a dispersive ion optical component, meaning that
the first-order dispersive matrix elements are non-zero in the bending plane of the magnet. Ions with
different initial energies are bent into separate trajectories, which causes the emittance to grow in
the magnet’s bending plane (corresponding to phase space coordinates x, x’). The effect of the
emittance growth can be transmitted also to the perpendicular plane (coordinates y, y’) since the
beam is usually focused with the aid of solenoid magnets. The solenoid field causes the beam to
rotate and couples the x- and y-planes with each other, which causes the emittance to also grow in yplane although solenoids are non-dispersive components in the first-order approximation [93].

The emittance of ion beams should be kept as low as possible before injection into the accelerator.
The parameter that characterizes the quality of the ion beam that can be handled by the accelerator
is called acceptance (same units as for emittance). If the emittance of the ion beam is higher than
the acceptance of the accelerator, part of the beam will be lost at injection. For example, the area
acceptance of the JYFL K-130 cyclotron is about 100 π·mm·mrad meaning that the emittance
values of ion beams should be lower than this at the cyclotron injection. Therefore, it is very
important to design the beam line (together with the ion source) properly in order to minimize the
emittance at the location of the accelerator injection. In practice this means that the dispersive
matrix elements of the beam line transfer matrix have to be minimized in both planes in order to
avoid problems caused by the momentum spread induced emittance growth.
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The experimental part of this work includes measurements of different plasma properties and their
effects on beam quality with three different ECR ion sources. The experiments were carried out
mainly at the Department of Physics, University of Jyväskylä (JYFL). Some measurements were
also performed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The ECR ion sources and most important
beam diagnostic devices used in the experiments will be described in the following sections.
4.1. ECR ion sources used in the experiments

Three ECR ion sources were used in the experiments for this work; the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS [3,
94], the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS [4] and ECR2 [95] at Argonne National Laboratory. Drawings of the
JYFL ECR ion sources are presented in figure 4.1. The design of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and
ECR2 at ANL is very similar. Table 4.1 summarizes some of the most important properties of these
ECR ion sources. The values given for the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS refer to those during the
measurements (the source has been recently upgraded).

Figure 4.1 Drawings of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS (on the left) and the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS (on the right).
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Ion source

JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS

JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS

ANL ECR2

Inner radius

70 mm

38 mm

38 mm

Volume

≈ 7.7 liters

≈ 1.1 liters

≈ 1.1 liters

Material

Copper

Aluminum

Aluminum

Binjection

1.2 T

2.2 T

2.2 T

Bextraction

0.6 T

0.9 T

0.93 T

Bminimum

0.16 T

0.4 T

0.38 T

Bradial

0.44 T

0.85 T

0.95 T

Frequency

6.4 GHz

14 GHz + 10.75 – 12.4 GHz

14 GHz + 10.75 – 12.4 GHz

Power (operational max)

400 W

900 W + 350 W

1.3 kW + 350 W

Extraction voltage (max)

30 kV

30 kV

-

Plasma chamber:

Magnetic field:
B

B

B

B

Microwaves:

Table 4.1 Properties of the ion sources used in the experiments.

The JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS was completed in 1991 for the nuclear physics program. The original
design of the ion source was a modified copy of the RT-ECRIS [96] at NSCL-MSU. Since the
construction of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS, which was originally a two-stage ion source, it has been
upgraded to a single-stage source. The magnetic field structure of the source has also been modified
resulting in a remarkable improvement in performance [94]. The designs of both the JYFL 14 GHz
ECRIS and ANL ECR2 are based on the design of the AECR-U [97] ion source at LBNL. Both of
the ion sources are normally operated with a microwave frequency of 14 GHz.
4.2. Plasma potential measurement instrument

In order to study the effects of different ECR ion source parameters on the plasma properties an
instrument was designed which makes it possible to measure the plasma potential accurately and
relatively quickly without adjusting the ion source parameters during the measurement. The design
of this instrument is based on the retarding field method discussed in section 2.5.3. The instrument
is a simplified version of the three-grid device (designed for atomic physics studies) used by
Nadzeyka et al. The plasma potential measurement instrument [44] is presented in figure 4.2
showing a schematic drawing (a) and a picture (b) of the device.
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Figure 4.2 The plasma potential measurement instrument.

The front plate of the instrument including the collimator is at ground potential (a collimator, with a
diameter of 4 mm, was used in the experiments described later). The central electrode used for the
beam deceleration is a mesh at high voltage (connected to high voltage duct with a spring),
insulated from the front and back plates by aluminum oxide bars. The voltage can be adjusted and
only particles whose kinetic energy exceeds the value E k ≥ QeV stopping can pass the mesh. The
secondary electrons emitted from the mesh cannot proceed to the current measurement electrode
because the high voltage of the mesh drags them back. The effect of secondary electrons on grid
analyzers is discussed in reference [98] (for electron energy measurements). The grounded back
plate of the instrument, insulated from the front plate for the current measurement, is connected to a
picoammeter. The aluminum oxide insulators between the mesh and the other electrodes have been
designed to handle voltages up to 15 kV. The instrument can be moved in and out of the beam line
with the aid of a bellows and consequently the plasma potential can be determined in a single
measurement without adjusting the source itself. The shielding plate at the bottom of the device
prevents the presence of an electric field in the middle of the beam line when the instrument is
withdrawn. The plasma potential can be determined by increasing the voltage of the mesh, Vmesh =
Vsource + Vadj (sum of the source voltage and the adjustable voltage provided by voltage regulated
power supply floating on the source potential; see figure 4.4). The method of determining the
plasma potential from the measured beam current decay curve and the effect of ion beam optics on
the measured value of the potential will be described in section 6.1.1. The behavior of the ion beam
inside the plasma potential measurement instrument was studied with SIMION 7.0 simulations.
Figure 4.3 shows the result of simulations for O6+ ion beam with two different stopping voltages
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(beam behavior and equipotential lines of the retarding electric field). The effect of the shielding
plate on the electric field was found to be negligible at the location of the ion beam.

Source potential 10 kV, plasma potential 30 V i.e. the energy of the ion beam is 10.03 q·keV

Collimator
(0 V)

Decelerating
electrode
(10 029 V)

Beam current
measurement
electrode
(0 V)

Collimator
(0 V)

Decelerating
electrode
(10 031 V)

Beam current
measurement
electrode
(0 V)

Figure 4.3 Simulation for O6+ with a plasma potential of 30 V.

As the figure shows, ions cannot pass the mesh when the adjustable mesh voltage exceeds the
plasma potential. It can be also seen that the electric field focuses the ion beam. The size of the ion
flux mark at the back plate of the device has been experimentally found to correspond the
simulation results very accurately. The voltage regulated power supply for the mesh floats on the
high voltage of the ion source (Vsource), which eliminates possible measurement error of the source
potential. The voltage of the mesh can be controlled with a computer through an optic cable. The
current values are also stored by the computer. Figure 4.4 presents a schematic drawing of the
plasma potential measurement setup.
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ECR
(Vsource)

Optic cable

Computer

Picoammeter
A
Voltage regulated
power supply (Vadj)
Dipole
magnet

Plasma potential measurement
instrument (Vsource+Vadj)

Figure 4.4 A schematic drawing of the plasma potential measurement setup.

4.3. Emittance scanner

The emittance scanner used in the experiments is an Allison-type scanner similar to the device used
in LBNL [99]. The scanner consists of two slits with deflecting plates between them, and it can be
used to measure the emittance either in x- or y-plane. Therefore, measuring the emittance in both
planes requires two scanners. The position (x) and divergence (x’) coordinates of the phase space
are defined for different particles by moving the scanner (x) while applying an adjustable deflecting
voltage to the plates (x’) and measuring the beam current corresponding to each position – voltage
combination. The emittance of the ion beam can be determined from the measured data (which is
analyzed offline after the scan) with an elliptical fit. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic drawing of the
emittance scanner.

Beam line
Faraday cup
Ion beam

+V
-V
Deflecting electrodes
(plates)

Figure 4.5 A schematic drawing of the Allison-type emittance scanner.
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5. PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY AND REDUCTION OF CARBON CONTAMINATION OF
AN ECRIS

The use of expensive isotopes such as
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Ca at the JYFL Accelerator Laboratory gave a strong

impetus to study the production efficiency of different ion beams extracted from the ECR ion
source. Of special interest was the effect of gas mixing when ion beams were produced either from
gaseous compounds or metallocenes with the MIVOC method. Another motivation for the work
was to understand the phenomena affecting carbon contamination related to the MIVOC method.
The improved production efficiency minimizes the consumption rate of the material, which is a
considerable issue in the case of expensive isotopes or compounds. It also reduces the
disadvantageous contamination when metal ion beams are produced with the MIVOC method.

The most obvious way to improve the production efficiency of ECR ion sources (at least in the case
of gaseous elements) is to minimize the pumping speed of the plasma chamber. However, lower
pumping speeds require techniques used in ultra high vacuum technology. The reduced pumping
speed would not be as beneficial in the case of solid elements that condense on the cold walls of the
plasma chamber. All the production efficiency measurements presented here were performed with
the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS, which is mainly used for ion source research and development. The
results obtained in the experiments (see references [66] and [100]) help users of the MIVOCmethod to improve the production efficiency of metal ion beams and to reduce carbon
contamination. Some production efficiency measurements have also been reported in reference
[101].
5.1. The effect of gas mixing on the ion beam production efficiency from gaseous compounds

The production efficiency of an ion source can be defined as the ratio of extracted ions measured
with a Faraday cup to the number of consumed atoms. As a consequence, this definition for the
production efficiency includes the ionization efficiency of the ion source and the efficiency of the
transport system. By applying the equation of state for an ideal gas (pV = NkT), the equation for the
production efficiency, η, can be written for gaseous materials as

η=

kT
pV&

Iq

∑ qe .
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q

(32)
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Here the sum runs over beam currents of all measurable charge states and V& denotes the
consumption rate (cm3/ unit time) of the material. The feed rate of the gas [cm3/h at NTP] was
measured with the aid of its partial pressure in the plasma chamber. The calibration was performed
for different gases with several feed rates. During the calibration the plasma was not ignited to
ensure that different source tunings used in the measurements can not affect the calibrated leak.
According to Dalton’s law, the total pressure is a sum of the partial pressures of the gas constituents
and therefore the calibrated leaks could also be used for gas mixing measurements.

The beneficial effect of gas mixing on the production of highly charged ions has been studied
experimentally by several groups, for example by Drentje [6] and Melin et al. [22]. However, no
systematic measurements concerning the effect of gas mixing on the production efficiency of ECR
ion sources have been carried out. In this work, the production efficiency of gaseous elements was
studied with argon ion beams and different mixing gases (Ar mixed with He, N2, O2, Ne or Kr). An
extraction voltage of 12 kV was chosen in order to ensure that the performance of the ion source
limited the beam output rather than space charge in the extraction gap (see equation (27)). This was
assured by measuring the dependence of the extracted ion beam current as a function of the source
voltage. The extracted current was observed to saturate at about 10 kV as the source voltage was
increased. Figure 5.1 [66] shows the highest achieved production efficiency of argon with different
mixing gases.

Production efficiency of argon [%]

80
70
60
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Oxygen

Neon

Krypton

Pure argon

Mixing gas

Figure 5.1 Production efficiencies of argon ion beams with different mixing gases [66].
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The microwave power was set to 250 W and the feed rate of argon to 0.11 cm3/h in all cases shown
(except with the pure argon plasma). In the measurements with pure plasmas of different gases it
was observed that the production efficiency increased as the microwave power was increased or as
the gas feed rate was decreased. However, the growth of the overall production efficiency saturated
at the microwave power of approximately 250 W. The production efficiency was higher for heavier
gases, probably due to different pumping properties caused by their lower mobility or due to the
fact that the (first) ionization potential decreases with atomic number Z (see table 2.1). From figure
5.1 it can be seen that the production efficiency of argon ion beams improves when a lighter
element is added into the plasma whereas the efficiency decreases as a consequence of adding a
heavier element (e.g. krypton). The production efficiencies of helium, nitrogen, oxygen and neon
decreased significantly compared to their production efficiencies with pure plasmas i.e. from 40 –
55 % (pure plasmas) to 15- 25 % (mixed with argon).

These results imply that the confinement of heavier ions improves due to gas mixing while the
confinement of lighter ions decreases. This effect can be explained by the ion cooling process. It
can be expected that the confinement of carbon ions is rather low in MIVOC plasmas (carbon is the
lighter element in the compound). Therefore a significant fraction of the consumed carbon will
accumulate on the walls of the plasma chamber. However, the results imply that at least helium,
being lighter than carbon, can be used to reduce the carbon contamination during a MIVOC-run by
improving the confinement of carbon ions.
5.2. Reducing the carbon contamination by gas mixing

The reduction of carbon accumulation by gas mixing was studied with ferrocene, Fe(C5H5)2. The
consumption of ferrocene was calibrated to correspond to a certain partial pressure in the plasma
chamber. Then the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS was tuned for maximum output of a Fe15+ ion beam with
a pure ferrocene plasma. The production efficiencies of iron and carbon ion beams were
subsequently measured. The measurements were repeated after adding helium, nitrogen or oxygen
to the plasma. The optimal ferrocene feed rate for the production of Fe15+ ions was found to be 1.7
mg/h for a pure ferrocene plasma and 0.2-0.3 mg/h for gas mixing plasmas. Figure 5.2 shows the
fraction of consumed carbon extracted from the plasma with different mixing gases and mixing gas
feed rates. Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding amount of extracted iron (certain charge states)
compared to the total iron consumption.
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Figure 5.2 Fraction of the consumed carbon that was extracted with different mixing gases and mixing gas feed rates.
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Figure 5.3 Percentage values of certain charge states of iron ion beams compared to consumed iron with different
mixing gases and gas feed rates.

With the aid of helium the fraction of extracted carbon increased by factor of three. Adding helium
made it possible to reduce the feed rate of ferrocene and still the intensities of highly charged iron
ion beams increased compared to a pure ferrocene plasma. This significant result demonstrates that
the amount of carbon contamination can be decreased with the aid of a mixing gas. Increasing the
feed rate of helium did not affect the amount of extracted carbon but caused the intensities of iron
ion beams to decrease, which can be explained by the higher probability of charge exchange
reactions. In the case of helium, the increase of extracted carbon can be explained by ion cooling
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since helium is lighter than carbon. Therefore, it can be expected that the confinement of carbon
(and iron) ions improves as helium is added into a ferrocene plasma.

According to figure 5.2 the production efficiency of carbon ion beams increases when a small
amount of nitrogen is added into the plasma. The feed rate of ferrocene was reduced also in this
case. However, the effect of nitrogen was not found to be as beneficial as the effect of helium. The
beneficial effect of nitrogen cannot be completely explained by the collisions between carbon and
nitrogen because carbon is a lighter element than nitrogen. Therefore the confinement time of
carbon should decrease due to the energy exchanging collisions with nitrogen. A possible
explanation is that adding nitrogen to the ferrocene plasma decreases the average energy of all ions.
Also the probability of collisions between iron and carbon ions can decrease due to the addition of
nitrogen mainly because of the lowered feed rate of ferrocene and, therefore, reduced density of
iron and carbon ions in the plasma. This is supported by the fact that the intensities of highlycharged iron ion beams increased as nitrogen was added into the plasma. Consequently, the
confinement of carbon becomes better. The highest production efficiency for carbon (approximately
13 %) was obtained when oxygen was used as a mixing gas. The charge state distribution of iron
ion beams obtained with oxygen corresponded to the distribution obtained with nitrogen, which can
be explained by their masses being almost equal. Therefore, it can be expected that the ion cooling
properties of nitrogen and oxygen are nearly the same in collisions with iron atoms. Increasing the
feed rate of oxygen shifts the charge-state distribution (CSD) of iron ion beams towards lower
charges. However, the cleaning effect i.e. the production efficiency of carbon improves as the feed
rate of oxygen is increased.
Figure 5.4 [66] is a concluding figure, which shows the extracted current of Fe15+ ions compared to
the carbon accumulated on the walls of the plasma chamber [μA/(mg/h)] with different mixing
gases. The figure shows clearly that the most effective mixing gas for the production of highly
charged iron ion beams (with the MIVOC-method) and for minimizing the carbon contamination is
oxygen.
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Figure 5.4 The extracted Fe15+ current compared to the level of accumulated carbon contamination with different
mixing gases.

According to the observations, low-charge state oxygen and carbon ions can carry the kinetic
energy of ions away from the plasma more effectively than the carbon ions alone. This process
eventually leads to enhanced confinement of highly charged iron ions. Another explanation for the
reduction of carbon contamination with oxygen could be based on chemical reactions. As oxygen is
a reactive element it can be expected to form compounds (CO and CO2) with the carbon
accumulated on the plasma chamber walls. These compounds can drift back into the plasma and
become ionized again. The probability of extracting carbon as an ion beam increases, which reduces
the amount of the contamination. It was observed, for example, that the intensity of the (CO)+ ion
beam doubled as oxygen was fed into a ferrocene plasma, which supports this conclusion.
5.3. Removal of the carbon contamination

The study of the parameters affecting the reduction of carbon contamination carried out with the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS includes three aspects. The reduction of contamination with gas mixing
during a MIVOC-run [66], removal of contamination with the aid of a plasma after the MIVOC-run
[100] and understanding the physical processes leading to the contamination.

The parameters affecting the cleaning process of the plasma chamber have been studied with
nitrogen and oxygen plasmas after intentional production of contamination with carbon dioxide
(CO2). According to the production efficiency measurements 70 – 80 % of the consumed carbon is
accumulated on the cold walls of the plasma chamber with a carbon dioxide plasma. After
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producing the contamination either a nitrogen or oxygen plasma was ignited in order to remove the

& ) of carbon ions was determined by measuring the extracted
carbon layer. The extraction rate ( m
currents of different carbon ion beams (charge states) and using the equation

m& = ∑
q

Iq
qe

⋅ 12u .

(33)

Here u is the atomic mass unit (≈ 1.661·10-27 kg). After the measurements with a nitrogen plasma
the plasma chamber was cleaned and a CO2 plasma was used to produce a similar contamination for
the oxygen measurements. The level of contamination was controlled by measuring the feed rate
and time for CO2. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 [100] show carbon removal rates with nitrogen and oxygen,

Extraction rate of carbon [μg/h]

respectively, as a function of microwave power and gas feed rate.
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Figure 5.5 The extraction rate of carbon with a nitrogen plasma [100].
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Figure 5.6 The extraction rate of carbon with an oxygen plasma [100].

The extraction rate of carbon tends to increase when either the microwave power or the gas feed
rate is increased. The results obtained with different gases can be compared since the level of
contamination and the gas feed rates were the same in both cases. Compared to the nitrogen plasma
the extraction rate of carbon with the oxygen plasma was about twofold. A possible explanation for
the difference could be that nitrogen is a chemically nonreactive element while oxygen forms
compounds with carbon (in suitable plasma conditions). This encouraged us to measure the level of
CO and CO2 evacuated from the plasma chamber by pumps during the production of iron ion beams
with the MIVOC-method with and without oxygen as a mixing gas. With a residual gas analyzer it
was observed that the level of CO2 increased by 42 % as oxygen was fed into the plasma (feed rate
0.6 cm3/h) compared to the situation without oxygen feeding. The corresponding increase for CO
was 33%. Feeding nitrogen or argon into the plasma chamber did not affect the detected values of
these compounds.

The extraction rate of the carbon contamination as a function of time was studied with nitrogen and
oxygen after a MIVOC-run producing a significant contamination. In this case the extraction rate
was again found to be about two times higher for the oxygen plasma. Figure 5.7 presents the
extraction rate of carbon with an oxygen plasma as a function of time (0.28 cm3/h, 300 W) [100].
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Figure 5.7 The extraction rate of carbon as a function of time with an oxygen plasma after a MIVOC-run [100].

At the beginning, the extraction rate of carbon fluctuated significantly. This was due to the
problems with the extraction of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS, which was not capable of handling a
drain current exceeding 1.5 mA. Otherwise, the extraction rate of carbon decreased almost linearly
as a function of time. Cleaning of the contamination is very time consuming. In this case it took
about five days to reach the level of carbon observed before the MIVOC-run. Using a higher feed
rate of oxygen and higher microwave power can be used to decrease the required time. However,
this result emphasizes the importance of the carbon production efficiency and reduction of
contamination during MIVOC-runs.
5.4. Distribution of the carbon contamination

In order to gain information concerning the distribution of the carbon contamination a plasma
electrode with a thickness of 0.5 mm was constructed. After producing the contamination with a
ferrocene plasma the electrode was cut into small pieces for thermal analysis showing the level of
carbon at different points on the surface of the electrode. Any error due to the measurement device
(thermal analysis) was eliminated by calibration with reference samples. The thermal analysis was
performed in the Department of Chemistry, University of Jyväskylä, by heating the samples and
measuring their precise mass before and after the carbon formed compounds (due to increased
reaction rate during the heating) and evaporated off from the sample. It was observed that the
carbon contamination is heavily concentrated in the area covered by the electron flux escaping from
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the plasma. Figure 5.8 [100] shows the locations of different samples taken from the plasma
electrode.

Area covered by
the electron flux
Sample C
Sample B
Sample A

Figure 5.8 Locations of the samples on the surface of the plasma electrode [100].

The amount of carbon at the center of the flux (sample A) was about fourfold compared to the
sample taken from the edge of the flux (sample B). Practically no carbon was detected in sample C
taken from the area between the electron flux marks. This result means that practically all carbon
atoms in the ECRIS are ionized (at least at the extraction end) and they follow the electrons very
strictly out of the plasma despite the fact that the ions are not magnetically confined. Based on this
measurement it can be assumed that also the radial ion losses (which are theoretically more
significant than the axial ion losses [30]) are concentrated on the magnetic poles where the electron
flux intersects with the plasma chamber surface. The result also shows that it could be possible to
design localized shielding against the carbon contamination and to improve the recirculation of
48

Ca, for example.
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6. PLASMA POTENTIAL AND EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The production efficiency measurements yielded a great deal of information about the effects of gas
mixing and carbon contamination on the performance of ECR ion sources. In order to understand
the different plasma processes causing these effects a series of plasma potential measurements was
carried out. In these measurements the plasma potential measurement device was located in the
beamline further downstream from the bending magnet, which made it possible to compare the
plasma potential curves measured with different charge states. Some of the plasma potential
measurements with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS were performed in conjunction with emittance
measurements that will also be considered in this section. Figure 6.1 shows the beam lines of the
JYFL 6.4 and JYFL 14 GHz ECR ion sources including the ion optical and diagnostic devices used
in this work.

JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS
XY-magnet
Solenoid

JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS

Einzel lens

Plasma potential
measurement instrument

Turbopump

Collimator

xy-magnet

Faraday
cup

Faraday cup

Plasma potential
measurement
device

Solenoid
Solenoid
Collimator 10/20 mm
Bending magnet

Emittance
scanner

Collimator 10/20 mm
90 degree bending magnet (r = 500 mm)

Figure 6.1 Beam lines of the JYFL ECR ion sources. The locations of the plasma potential measurement instruments
and the emittance scanner are shown.

6.1. Beam current decay curves

The energy of the ion beams extracted from ECR ion source is due to the source potential, plasma
potential and ion temperature i.e. E = q·(Vsource + Vplasma potential) + kTi. As a consequence, the plasma
potential can be determined by measuring the beam current as a function of a decelerating voltage
(Vstopping = Vsource + Vadj) applied into the central electrode (mesh) of the plasma potential
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measurement instrument. The adjustable voltage supply for the mesh floats on the high voltage of
the ion source (Vsource), which eliminates the possible measurement error of the source potential.
The power supply has to be voltage regulated in order to avoid the charging effects due to the beam
hitting the mesh.

6.1.1. Determination of the plasma potential

Figure 6.2 shows a typical beam current decay curve measured with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. The
method of determining the plasma potential is clarified in the figure.
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Figure 6.2 A typical ion beam current decay curve measured with the plasma potential measurement instrument. The
measurement was performed with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS.

In region A the measured current decreases slightly. In region B the decrease is nearly linear until
saturation starts in region C. Eventually, in region D the measured current attains a certain value
that has been observed to be dependent on the ion beam current passing the front plate of the
instrument and on the level of residual gases (i.e. the pressure) inside the instrument. This “residual
current” is probably due to ionization of the residual gas between the central electrode and the
current measurement electrode. In measurements with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and ECR2 at ANL
the beam current starts to decrease linearly as the adjustable voltage exceeds zero volts. In practice
this means the absence of region A observed in all the measurements with the JYFL 6.4 GHz
ECRIS. This is probably due to the different plasma potential profiles (see the discussion later in
this section). The voltage at the intersection of the linear fit (calculated from the data points in
region B) and the horizontal line corresponding to the average value of the measured currents after
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saturation (data points in region D) defines the plasma potential. These lines are presented in figure
6.2 In this case (nitrogen plasma) the value of the plasma potential was determined to be
approximately 45 V. The slope regression factor of the linear fit is normally between 0.995 and 1.
Defining the plasma potential to be the voltage at the afore-mentioned intersection is similar to the
procedure applied in ECRIS plasma diagnostics with a Langmuir probe (see reference [39]).

The error related to the plasma potential values has been estimated to be 1 volt in the case of the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS and less than one volt (≈ 0.5 V) for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and ECR2 at
ANL. This is estimated by consecutively measuring the plasma potential several times and changing
the focus of the ion beam during the series in order to confirm that different focusing does not affect
the determined potential value. It was also observed with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS that the
measured value of the plasma potential changed by less than 1 volt as the emittance ellipse was
rotated in (x, x’) phase space by changing the currents of the focusing solenoids. By rotating the
ellipse in phase space the maximum angular distribution of the ion beam was varied between 25 and
5 mrad (for an emittance fit corresponding to 95 % of the beam). The area of the ellipse (i.e. the
emittance) was observed to remain nearly unchanged despite the rotation. This implies that the
determined value of the plasma potential is affected by the transverse acceptance of the
measurement instrument only slightly. The effect of the instruments’ transverse acceptance on the
shape of the measured plasma potential curves was also studied by changing the collimator at the
front plate of the instrument. No changes in the plasma potential values or in the shape of the
measured curves were observed, although the maximum beam current measured at the back plate of
the device changed due to different collimation. The transverse acceptance of the instrument must
be high enough to ensure that the spatial distribution of the ions relative to the potential profile
inside the plasma chamber does not affect the measured plasma potential value (i.e. one does not
measure only ions originating from a certain volume element of the plasma). A collimator with a
diameter of 4 mm was used in the measurements described in this section. Since the error margin
has been observed to be independent of the plasma potential value, all the following plasma
potentials are given without errors.

6.1.2. Simulated beam current decay curves

The shape of the measured plasma potential curve (current decay curve) depends on the plasma
potential profile, the spatial distribution of the ions in the ECRIS plasma and ion temperature. The
spatial distribution of electrons is implicitly included in the plasma potential profile. The shape of
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the measured plasma potential curve seems to depend on the ion temperature especially in the
saturation region (region C in figure 6.2). In order to study the effect of the ion temperature on the
measured plasma potential curves, a simple computer simulation code has been developed [76]. The
code was written with the Mathematica 4.1 program and the input parameters are the plasma
potential profile on the axis of the plasma chamber, the temperature of the ions, the spatial
distribution of the ions relative to the potential profile and the ion properties (mass and charge). The
height and shape of the potential profile are adjustable and a negative potential dip [38] can be
included. Some shapes of the axial potential profiles used during the calculations are presented in

Plasma potential [V]

figure 6.3 (with arbitrary maximum potential 10 V).

Figure 6.3 Axial plasma potential profiles used in the simulations.

In the simulation, the velocity distribution of the ions inside the ECRIS plasma was assumed to be
Maxwellian due to the high collision frequency of the ions. The spatial distribution refers to the
number of ions originating from a certain value of the plasma potential i.e. from a certain point of
the potential profile. The simulation is not self-consistent, since the potential profile and the spatial
distribution of the ions that are highly correlated have to be used as input parameters. Although
there is no exact information concerning these profiles, with the aid of the simulation it has been
demonstrated that the temperature of the ions affects the shape of the measured beam current decay
curve in the saturation region, whereas the shape of the curve at low stopping voltages (region A) is
strongly dependent on the potential profile and the spatial distribution of the ions. Figure 6.4 [67]
shows the effect of the ion temperature (increasing from 3 eV to 6 eV) on the simulated beam
current decay curves (normalized) in the case of O7+ (a) and O2+ (b) ions. The plasma potential
profile (the maximum value being 15 volts) and the spatial distribution of the ions were the same in
all cases.
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Figure 6.4 Simulated beam current decay curves (normalized) for O7+ and O2+ ion beams with ion temperatures of 3 eV
and 6 eV.

According to the results of the simulation, the effect of the ion temperature is considerable for low
charge-state ion beams and can be seen most clearly with stopping voltages exceeding the value of
the maximum plasma potential (15 volts) i.e. in the saturation region (region C). It can also be seen
that the most reliable plasma potential values are measured with highly-charged ion beams, since
the effect of the ion temperature on the curves measured with them is diminutive compared to those
measured with low charge states. Also, the shape and the height of the central dip have an effect on
the simulated voltage-current curves, although by changing the potential profile and/or the spatial
distribution of the ions the effect of the dip can be eliminated. Since different combinations of the
potential profile and the spatial distribution of the ions lead to similar simulation results, the
simulation cannot be used to determine the ion distribution in the plasma.
6.2. Effect of different ion source parameters on the plasma potential and emittance

The plasma potentials of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS, the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and ECR2 at ANL
were measured extensively as a function of several source parameters. In addition, the effects of gas
mixing and multiple frequency heating on the emittance was studied (mainly with the JYFL 14 GHz
ECRIS). The results discussed in the following have been reported in references [44, 76, 77]. The
source potential was set to 10 kV in all the experiments with the JYFL ion sources and 12 kV with
ECR2 at ANL. The ion beam current measured with a faraday cup was optimized by using a xymagnets, solenoid (glaser at ANL) and a 90 degree bending magnet. The results of the
measurements are presented in this section along with a discussion of the effect of the ion beam
momentum spread on the beam quality.
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6.2.1. Plasma potential and beam current decay curves vs. charge state of the ion beam

Measurements with the new device were begun by measuring the plasma potential of the JYFL 6.4
GHz ECRIS with different oxygen ion beams (charge states). Table 6.1 [44] shows the plasma
potentials and extracted oxygen ion beam currents with an oxygen (O2) feed rate of 0.19 cm3/h and
microwave power of 150 W.
Ion beam

Plasma potential [V]

Extracted current [μA]

O+

49

44

2+

48

68

3+

O

48

102

O4+

49

185 (*)

O5+

47

133

6+

O

47

75

O7+

49

5

O

Table 6.1 Extracted currents and plasma potentials of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS measured with different charge states
of oxygen ion beams [44] (* = overlapping with C3+).

The table shows that the deviation of the plasma potential for different charge states is within the
error margin (± 1 V) in the case of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. Similar results were obtained with
different gas feed rates and microwave power. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the case of the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS any charge state can be used to determine the plasma potential. This is also
indicated by the results shown in figure 6.5 [76] presenting normalized plasma potential curves of
different oxygen charge states. The plasma potential values determined from the curves were 39.6 V
(O6+), 40.2 V (O5+) and 39.4 V (O3+).
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Figure 6.5 Plasma potential curves measured with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS for different charge states of oxygen ion
beams [76].

Table 6.2 [44] shows the results when the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS was tuned for different charge
states of oxygen ion beams by changing the microwave power, oxygen feed rate, biased disk
voltage (negative compared to source potential) and the axial mirror ratio i.e. (Bmax/Bresonance). The
B

charge state distributions and plasma potentials corresponding to certain source settings are given in
the table. The axial mirror ratios were calculated with the FEMM computer code [102]. The average
charge state of the ions was estimated from the extracted beam currents. However, the actual charge
state distribution in the plasma is probably concentrated in higher charge states than the charge state
distribution of the extracted ions.
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Current [μA] /

JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS tuned for
+

O3+

O4+

O5+

O6+

O7+

76

63

52

45

36

36

79

131

106

111

90

72

72

22

89

138

186

186

118

118

9

58

135

229

208

142

142

0.6

22

81

138

162

128

128

0.2

7

29

50

63

106

106

0

0.5

2

3

5

9

9

1.02

1.13

1.03

1.59

1.36

1.23

1.23

Power [W]

60

120

210

230

270

340

340

Gas feed rate [cm3/h]

0.62

0.62

0.28

0.25

0.24

0.23

0.23

Biased disk voltage [V]

-36

-44

-40

-63

-85

-87

-87

Axial mirror ratio

4.61

4.71

4.95

5.03

5.05

5.09

5.09

Plasma potential [V]

46.4 ± 0.6

50.7 ± 1.2

47.8 ± 0.8

35.8 ± 0.8

39.7 ± 0.3

47.7 ± 0.6

47.7 ± 0.6

Average charge state

1.35

2.00

2.55

2.92

3.07

3.19

3.19

ECRIS settings

O

O+

128

O

2+

O

3+

O4+ (*)
O

5+

O

6+

O7+
Drain current [mA]

(**)

O

2+

Table 6.2 Extracted currents and plasma potentials of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS measured when the ion source was
tuned for different charge states [44].
( )

* Overlapping with another ion beam due to the same q/m ratio.

(

**) The drain current includes secondary electrons emitted from the puller electrode.

The plasma potential was measured with O3+, O5+ and O6+ ion beams. The error related to the
plasma potential is the standard deviation calculated from the results obtained with different charge
states. Low values of the plasma potential are usually related to well-performing ECR ion sources
[32] with a substantial output of highly charged ions. However, the lowest plasma potential with the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS was measured when the source was tuned for O4+ rather than for higher
charge states. This is probably due to the higher microwave power in the case of a tune for high
charge states (O5+, O6+ and O7+), which leads to higher density gradients and greater losses of cold
electrons. During the measurements it was observed that low values of the plasma potential usually
correspond to high drain currents, which supports the fact that the loss rate of ions greatly affects
the plasma potential. However, the plasma tended to become unstable as the ion source tuning was
changed in order to increase the drain current.

It has also been observed by Biri et al. with the ATOMKI 14.5 GHz ECRIS that the plasma
potential is affected by the ion extraction (drain current) [41]. Using a Langmuir probe it was
observed that the plasma potential is significantly higher when the extraction voltage of the ion
source is off (zero drain current) compared to the situation when the extraction voltage is applied
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(positive drain current). This result agrees with the observation made with the JYFL 6.4 GHz
ECRIS that the plasma potential depends on the drain current of the ion source (higher drain current
corresponds to lower plasma potential).

Plasma potential measurements with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and with ECR2 (14 GHz) at ANL
were also initiated by measuring the plasma potential for different charge states of oxygen. It was
observed that unlike the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS the determined potential value was dependent on the
charge state. Some results are shown in table 6.3 [76].
Ion Source
Power

ANL ECR2 (14 GHz)
333 W

JYFL 14 GHz

485 W

350 W

JYFL 6.4 GHz

497 W

150 W

Plasma Potential [V] / Beam Current [μA]
7+

7.7 / 7

6.5 / 21

17.3 / 53

20.1 / 69

49 / 5

6+

8.7 / 58

8.2 / 100

16.5 / 186

20.4 / 213

47 / 75

5+

9.5 / 79

8.0 / 90

19.2 / 109

24.4 / 117

47 / 133

4+

11.8 / 92

10.2 / 75

18.3 / 76

27.7 / 81

49 / 185

3+

18.9 / 69

12.3 / 49

20.6 / 40

28.2 / 30

48 / 102

2+

23.7 / 53

19.3 / 40

20.2 / 6

27.6 / 5

48 / 68

+

19.9 / 6

24.0 / 10

-/-

-/-

49 / 44

O
O
O
O
O
O

O

Table 6.3 Plasma potentials and beam currents measured with different ECR ion sources [76].The bold number
corresponds to the most reliable plasma potential value.

The plasma potentials of 14 GHz ion sources are significantly lower than those of the 6.4 GHz
source, being only about 10 V in the case of the ECR2 at ANL. The only significant difference
between ECR2 at ANL and the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS is the strength of the radial multipole field,
being 0.95 T and 0.85 T, respectively (on the wall of the plasma chamber). In addition, the level of
carbon contamination on the wall of the plasma chamber is probably higher for the JYFL 14 GHz
ECRIS, which is often used for MIVOC-runs (the effect of the contamination on the plasma
potential is discussed in section 6.2.7.). The wall properties also can explain the difference between
the 6.4 GHz ECRIS equipped with a copper plasma chamber and 14 GHz ECRIS’ equipped with
aluminium chambers. The dependence of the determined plasma potential on the charge state can be
understood with the aid of the measured beam current decay curves. Figure 6.6 [76] presents
normalized curves measured with different charge states (O6+, O3+ and O+) of oxygen with ECR2 at
ANL (14 GHz / 485 W).
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Figure 6.6 Normalized plasma potential curves for different oxygen charge states [76].

The plasma potential values (determined as described earlier) were 8.2 V (O6+), 12.3 V (O3+) and
24.0 V (O+). The difference in transverse momentum between different charge states cannot explain
the observed dependence of the beam current decay curves on the ion charge. The transverse
momentum of low charge states can be assumed to be higher compared to high charge states (the
effective extraction radius is larger for low charge states). This means that their longitudinal energy
could be expected to be lower than the longitudinal energy of highly charged ions because the
magnetic field induced beam rotation that converts longitudinal momentum to transverse
momentum at the extraction depends on the effective ion extraction radius. Furthermore, this means
that the voltage required to stop low charge states would be smaller than the voltage required to stop
high charge states, which is contrary to the obtained result.

An explanation for the deviation between the shape of the beam current decay curves measured
with different charges states is that the measurement always includes the thermal energy of the ions
in addition to the plasma potential. The plasma potential has to be the same for all charge states
because for each charge state there are ions originating near the source axis [36] where the potential
is at maximum. The shape of the curve and thereby the value of the plasma potential is affected
more by the ion temperature than in the case of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. This is because the ratio
of ion temperature and the plasma potential (about 10 V) is higher in the case of the 14 GHz ion
source. The plasma potential curves measured with high charge states of oxygen (O7+, O6+ and O5+)
were similar, as the plasma potential values given in table 6.3 indicate. According to reference [22],
the ion temperature increases as the electron density of the plasma increases. With higher
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frequencies one can achieve higher electron densities and consequently the ion temperature should
also increase. If the ion temperature is high compared to plasma potential, the results which best
represent the true plasma potential are obtained with high charge states. If we, for example,
considered an ion originating from a plasma potential of 10 volts with a thermal energy of 7 eV, the
decelerating voltage needed to stop O7+ ions is 11 volts, being 17 volts for O+ ions. In conclusion it
can be stated that the most reliable plasma potential values are measured with high charge states (as
indicated in table 6.3 with bold type). This observation is utilized in all the measurements presented
in the following chapters.

In order to study the effect of ion temperature on the measured plasma potential curves (plasma
potential + Ti) the code described in section 6.1.2. was used. As was mentioned previously, with the
aid of the simulation it was seen that the temperature of the ions indeed determines the shape of the
measured voltage-current curve in the saturation region, whereas the shape of the curve at low
stopping voltages depends mainly on the potential profile and the spatial distribution of the ions.
The potential profile and the spatial distribution of the ions were chosen so that the simulated curves
matched the measured curves with voltages lower than the plasma potential determined from the
measured curve. The negative dip was not included in the potential profile. As an example, figure
6.7 shows a measured plasma potential curve (ANL ECR2, 12.28 GHz, 330 W) for an O7+ ion beam
with the corresponding simulation result. The plasma potential value determined from the measured
curve is 9.5 V, which was used as the maximum value of the potential (profile) in the simulation.
An ion temperature of 20 eV was found to best match the measured curve in the saturation region
(region C). This result was confirmed with the aid of an exponential fit into the data points in the
saturation region resulting in the same value with extremely good correlation. The exponential fit
reflects the exponential dependence of the Maxwellian velocity (and energy) distribution of the ions
in the plasma.
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Figure 6.7 Measured plasma potential curve (with O7+ ion beam / ANL ECR2 / 12.48 GHz / 330 W) and the
corresponding simulation result. An ion temperature of 20 eV was found to best match the measured curve in the
saturation region (region C).

Some ion temperatures for different charge states of oxygen ions, determined by comparing the
simulated and measured plasma potential curves (ECR2 at ANL, 14 GHz / 626 W), are presented in
figure 6.8. The value of the maximum plasma potential for each column was determined with the
aid of the measured curve of O7+ and the same value was used for the other charge states. The error
related to the ion temperature was estimated by comparing the correlation between simulation
results and measured curves. It was observed that the error is about ± 2 eV for high charge states
and about ± 1 eV for low charge states (O+ and O2+). The ion temperature value determined with the
simulation was not observed to be very sensitive to variation of assumed plasma potential profile
and ion spatial distribution although the method used to determine the ion temperature is modeldependent.
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Figure 6.8 Simulated ion temperatures for different oxygen charge states. The plasma potential curves were measured
with ECR2 at ANL (14 GHz / 626 W).

The simulated ion temperatures increase with increasing charge state. However, the highest charge
states seem to have the same temperature, around 15 eV. The simulation seems to overestimate the
ion temperature in the ECRIS plasma even by an order of magnitude, compared to reference [22].
However, the ion temperatures presented in figure 6.8 are in the same order of magnitude with ion
temperatures (6-13 eV) reported in reference [37]. Those results were obtained independently (and
published later than the work presented in this thesis) with the aid of an energy analyzer located in
the beam line before the dipole magnet. It was observed that the temperature-dependent part of the
beam current decay curve including all charge states can be modeled with a single exponential
function implying that “effective” ion temperatures are proportional to charge state [37], which is
similar to our observation. It has to be taken into account that the simulated ion temperatures
correspond to the thermal energy (temperature) of the extracted ions, which probably differs from
the thermal energy of the ions that are well-confined in the plasma. It is possible that the extraction
process favors those ions whose thermal energy is high enough, which would result in
overestimation of the actual ion temperature inside the plasma. The calculated charge state
dependence of the ion temperature speaks for the existence of the potential dip in the central
plasma. In this confinement scheme the ion temperature of high charge states has to be higher than
the ion temperature of low charges states to escape from the dip. It is also possible that the charge
state dependence of the (measured) ion temperatures is partly generated in so-called Bohm-sheath
region at the plasma boundary [37].
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However, if the temperature of the cold electron population is assumed to be close to the plasma
potential (see reference [17]), the temperature of this electron population would be 10-20 eV for 14
GHz ion sources. In this case, the equipartition time between oxygen ions and the cold electron
population would be 20 – 60 ms as was shown in figure 2.8 (calculated for typical plasma
parameters). In section 2.5.4. it was mentioned that the production times for different charge states
vary from a few milliseconds to tens of milliseconds. It was also shown that the production time
increases with increasing charge state (see references [45] and [46]). This means that highly
charged ions would have enough time to thermalize with the cold electron population while low
charge states escape before reaching equilibrium. Furthermore, it could be expected that highly
charged ions are in thermal equilibrium with each other and cold electrons if the production time of
high charge states exceeds the equipartition time with the cold electron population. This is exactly
what the simulation results show. It is also of note that the ion sound wave heating is more effective
for high charge states [49]. In the case of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS the simulated ion temperatures
for oxygen ions are somewhat higher (∼20 eV) than for ECR2 at ANL. Also, the plasma potential
was observed to be higher for the former ion source. This could mean that the average energy of the
cold electron population is higher since it can be assumed to be related to the value of the plasma
potential. The plasma potential is related to the loss rate of electrons (and ions) and therefore
reflects the cold electron energy. The simulated ion temperature values for the JYFL 6.4 GHz
ECRIS were close to those simulated for the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS.
In reference [33] ion temperatures of ∼20 eV measured with a single cell quadrupole mirror
(Constance B) for plasma parameters rather close to an actual ECRIS are reported. The
temperatures (that were observed to increase with increasing charge state) were determined by
measuring the Doppler broadening of the emission lines for oxygen ions. Constance B was built as
a plasma confinement device for fusion plasma experiments. Thus it was optimized for particle
confinement rather than for ion extraction. The large dimensions of the Constance B plasma (about
20 cm in diameter, and about 50 cm in axial length) together with the magnetic structure properties
lead to slightly higher densities and confinement times than those of an ECRIS [31]. The higher
electron density (with the same average electron energy as in ECRIS) and ion confinement time
should result in higher ion temperatures than in the case of ECR ion sources, if the ions are assumed
to have time not only to thermalize with the cold electron population but also to gain energy from
the warm electrons [31].
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6.2.2. Plasma potential vs. microwave power and gas feed rate

The plasma potentials of oxygen and argon plasmas were measured with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS
as a function of the microwave power launched into the plasma chamber. Different gas feed rates
were used and the main criteria for the chosen feed rate was the stability of the plasma. An example
of the results obtained with an argon plasma are presented in figure 6.9 [44].
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Figure 6.9 Plasma potential of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS with different microwave power and argon feed rates. The
charge state Ar9+ was used in the measurement [44].

The plasma potential tends to increase as the microwave power or the gas feed rate is increased.
These tendencies are probably due to the increased plasma density and density gradients, which
eventually lead to faster escape of electrons from the plasma [34]. A higher plasma potential is
consequently needed to balance the loss rates of electrons and ions. The dependence of the plasma
potential on microwave power and gas feed rate is similar to ambipolar diffusion. The results are
consistent with those reported in reference [34].

In the case of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS, the plasma potential was observed to increase with
increasing microwave power while it remained the same (or even decreased) for ECR2 at ANL. The
effect of the microwave power on the plasma potential for an oxygen plasma is shown in figure
6.10. This behavior could mean that the secondary electron emission properties of these ion sources
are different. In reference [34] it was reported that coating the copper plasma chamber with
aluminum oxide, which has high secondary electron emission coefficient, made the plasma potential
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nearly independent of the microwave power. The effect of secondary electrons emitted from the
plasma chamber walls on the plasma potential is discussed further in chapter 6.2.7. It is also
possible that increasing the microwave power above a certain threshold does not affect the electron
energy distribution and the proportion of low energy electrons responsible for the plasma potential
build up. It was shown in chapter 2.3.2. that the temperature of the high energy electron population
saturates as the microwave power is increased. Therefore, it could also be expected that the
temperature of low-energy electrons and the value of the plasma potential saturates when the
microwave power is increased.

ANL ECR2 (14 GHz) JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS
25

Plasma potential [V]

20
15
10
5
0
200 W

333 W / 350 W

485 W / 497 W

626 W / 630 W

Figure 6.10 Plasma potential of an oxygen plasma as a function of the microwave power for different ion sources.

6.2.3. Plasma potential vs. mass of the ionized gas

The plasma potential of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS has been studied with different elements ranging
from hydrogen (1 amu) to krypton (84 amu, the most abundant isotope). The measurements were
performed with several microwave power settings (50 – 380 W) and gas feed rates, while the other
source parameters were kept constant. It was again observed that the plasma potential tends to
increase as the microwave power or the gas feed rate is increased. The range of plasma potential
values for different gases is presented in table 6.4 [76].
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Plasma

Plasma potential range [V]

Gas feed rate [cm3/h]

Hydrogen (1H)

22 – 33

0.41 - 0.81

Deuterium (2H)

19 – 39

0.40 - 0.82

Helium (He)

36 – 47

0.59 - 1.25

Nitrogen (N)

36 – 46

0.12 - 0.22

Oxygen (O)

32 – 60

0.09 – 0.22

Neon (Ne, natural)

43 – 60

0.08 – 0.17

Argon (Ar)

40 – 65

0.14 – 0.23

Krypton (Kr, natural)

47 - 62

0.16 – 0.20

Table 6.4 Range of plasma potentials obtained for different elements with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS [76].

The measured plasma potentials were somewhat higher in the case of heavier ions. This is probably
due to the fact that the mobility of heavier ions is lower than the mobility of lighter ions (see
equation (20)). A higher plasma potential is therefore needed to balance the electron and ion losses
(loss rates of negative and positive charge). Figure 6.11 clarifies the effect of the ion mass by
showing the range of plasma potentials as a function of the average mass of the ions in the plasma
of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. The average mass was estimated from the spectrum of extracted ion
beams taking into account residual gases. The error bars in average mass correspond to situations
with different gas feed rates. A trend line fitted to the measured data is also shown. It is of note that
the increase of the plasma potential with the ion mass is almost logarithmic, which supports the
validity of equation (21) for ECRIS plasmas (also taking into account the increase of the average
charge).
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Figure 6.11 Range of plasma potentials as a function of the average mass of the ions in plasma of the JYFL 6.4 GHz
ECRIS.
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6.2.4. Plasma potential vs. negative voltage of the biased disk

The effect of the negative voltage of the biased disk on the plasma potential was studied with the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. Measurements with O6+ ion beam were performed for several microwave
power settings. The tuning of the ion source was kept constant as the voltage of the disk was varied
between –10 and –100 volts. The measurement was not performed with zero disk voltage because
the power supply used for the bias is not capable of regulating negative voltages lower than -10 V
(or to provide positive voltages). The following oxygen (O2) feed rates and biased disk voltages
were found to be optimal for different microwave powers: 0.17 cm3/h and -41 V for 100 W, 0.25
cm3/h and -43 V for 200 W and 0.24 cm3/h and -48 V for 300 W. The highest O6+ beam currents
were obtained with these source settings. Figure 6.12 shows the plasma potential as a function of
biased disk voltage with different microwave power settings.
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Figure 6.12 Plasma potential of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS as a function of the biased disk voltage with different
microwave power settings (measured with oxygen plasma).

The plasma potential tends to decrease when the voltage of the biased disk becomes more negative
compared to the source potential (10 kV). A possible explanation is that by changing the voltage of
the biased disk one affects the loss rates of electrons and ions at the injection end of the plasma
chamber, which affects the balance of Simon short circuit currents. Applying higher negative
voltage to the disk pushes cold electrons towards the plasma and drags ions out of it more
effectively near the biased disk. It has been shown that the electron flux hitting a biased electrode
decreases as the negative voltage is increased [40], which supports the conclusion. Due to this
process, the positive plasma potential that builds up in order to compensate for the loss rates of the
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charge particles is reduced. In the work presented in reference [40] it was shown that the role of
secondary electrons emitted from the biased disk is only minor.

Normally, a lower plasma potential leads to enhanced production of highly charged ions (HCI).
However, in this case increasing the voltage of the biased disk over optimal values reduced the
extracted current of the O6+ ion beam although the plasma potential was lowered. A possible
explanation is that the voltage of the biased disk forms a loss channel for the ions to the injection
end of the ion source reducing the number of ions available for extraction, which is also a loss
process. The currents of highly charged ions can also decrease due to enhanced neutralization on the
surface of the disk as the (negative) disk voltage is increased. This would reduce the average charge
of the plasma.

6.2.5. Plasma potential vs. strength of the (axial) magnetic field

The plasma potential of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS was measured as a function of the current in the
coils producing the axial magnetic field. Initially the extracted beam current of highly charged ions
was optimized by varying the gas feed rate with constant microwave power (200 W) and biased
disk voltage (-60 V) when the coils (four coils, two of them located at the injection end and two at
the extraction end of the source) were excited with maximum current i.e. 200A/250A/250A/250A.
The stability of the plasma was also used as a criterion for the optimal feed rate of the gas. The
corresponding plasma potential was measured, before decreasing the coil current to 99% of the
maximum. The plasma potential was subsequently measured and the procedure was repeated until
the current in the coils was only 85 % of the maximum. The change in the coil current corresponds
to a change of 13 %, from 5.24 to 4.57, in the axial mirror ratio (Bmax/Bresonance). The magnetic field
B

values on the axis of the plasma chamber corresponding to maximum current in the coils are the
following: at the injection 1.20 T (Binj), at the extraction 0.64 T (Bext) and in the centre of the plasma
B

B

chamber 0.16 T (Bmin). The strength of the magnetic field decreases linearly with the decreasing
B

current in the coils. The measurement was performed with oxygen and argon plasmas. Figure 6.13
presents the results obtained with argon.
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Figure 6.13 Plasma potential of an argon plasma and Ar9+ beam current as a function of the (axial) magnetic field
strength.

The plasma potential remains unchanged as the strength of the magnetic field (mirror ratio)
increases. The highest Ar9+ ion beam current was obtained when the mirror ratio was nearly at the
maximum. A possible explanation for the observed behavior is the increasing electron density of the
plasma, which leads to enhanced production of highly charged ions. However, it was observed that
the plasma potential is not strongly dependent on the field strength. It has been suggested that
highly charged ions are trapped in a potential dip in the centre of the plasma [38]. The central dip
would be caused by the strongly confined hot (and warm) electron population, which has gained
energy in the ECR resonance zone. This electron population (mainly responsible for the production
and confinement of highly charged ions) is affected more by the magnetic mirror effect than the
thermal electron population. Thermal electrons having high collision frequency are easily scattered
into the loss cone (confined weakly) and therefore they are mainly responsible for plasma potential
build up, which explains the observation that the potential remains almost constant as the strength
of the magnetic field is varied. Shortening the confinement time has been observed to decrease the
extracted currents of highly charged ions such as Ar9+ and to increase the extracted currents of
lower charge states [2].

6.2.6. Plasma potential vs. axial / radial microwave power ratio

The effect of feeding microwaves into the plasma chamber axially vs. radially was studied with the
JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS [103]. Here axial or radial means that the power is launched into the plasma
chamber through the injection plug or through the radial port of the plasma chamber, respectively.
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The ratio of axially or radially launched power was varied continuously with the aid of a power
divider. It was observed that the extracted beam currents of highly charged ions could be increased
5 - 10 % when a fraction of the microwave power was launched radially. The best results were
obtained with power ratios (Paxial / Ptotal) between 60 and 80 % [103]. The effect of launching the
microwaves through two separate waveguides (axial and radial) on the plasma potential was studied
with oxygen plasma. The results are presented in figure 6.14 showing that the plasma potential was
practically constant despite of the power ratio. This indicates that the loss rate of cold electrons that
are responsible for the plasma potential does not depend on the location of the power absorption or
the standing wave mode excited in the plasma chamber. In order to study the dependence of the
plasma potential on the wave mode it would be beneficial to repeat the measurements also as a
function of the azimuthal and radial position of the axial wavequide. Unfortunately, the construction
of the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS does not provide this possibility.
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Figure 6.14 Plasma potential of an oxygen plasma with different power ratios. The microwave power was launched
into the plasma chamber through axial and radial waveguides.

6.2.7. The effect of carbon contamination on the plasma potential

The oxidized surface of the aluminium plasma chamber (JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS) acts as a source of
secondary electrons. In table 3.1, it was shown that the coefficient for secondary electron emission
is higher for alumina than for the carbon layer (soot). Consequently, secondary electron emission
from the plasma chamber walls decreases significantly due to carbon contamination, which affects
the performance of the ECRIS.
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The effect of carbon contamination on the plasma potential curves was studied with the JYFL 14
GHz ECRIS. Before a MIVOC run (46Ti with maximum intensity) the plasma potential was
measured to be about 20 V depending slightly on the microwave power. After a MIVOC-run of
almost three weeks the plasma potential was approximately 50 V. The corresponding maximum
intensities of O7+ ion beam were 160 μA (before the MIVOC-run) and 48 μA (after the MIVOCrun). In section 5.3. it was shown that the carbon contamination can be removed with the aid of an
oxygen plasma. However, in this case, the contamination was severe and removal with an oxygen
plasma would have been too time consuming. Therefore the carbon was removed by cleaning the
plasma chamber with alcohol, which caused the plasma potential to drop to 30 V and the intensity
of the O7+ ion beam to increase to 80 – 100 μA. Mechanical polishing of the plasma chamber would
have restored the performance to the original level. In addition to higher plasma potentials it was
observed that the shape of the measured plasma potential curve changed dramatically due to the
contamination. The normalized plasma potential curves measured for different contamination levels
are presented in figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15 Normalized plasma potential curves measured before and after a contaminating MIVOC-run. The curve
measured after alcohol cleaning is also shown.

The measurement confirmed that feeding extra electrons into the ECRIS plasma reduces the plasma
potential. According to figure 6.15, secondary electrons affect the profile of the plasma potential or
the ion spatial distribution so that fewer ions (proportionally) originate from low potential in the
case of severe contamination. In the case of severe contamination the plasma potential curves
measured with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS were reminiscent of those measured with the JYFL 6.4
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GHz ECRIS (copper chamber) i.e. region A appeared on the curve. The results presented in this
chapter emphasize the importance of reducing carbon contamination during a MIVOC-run, which
was discussed in chapter 5.2. Further evidence concerning the role of the secondary electrons was
obtained with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS, which has been recently upgraded [104]. The effect of
changing the copper plasma chamber to aluminum was dramatic. The plasma potentials for oxygen
plasmas decreased from 40 – 50 volts to approximately 25 volts for copper and clean aluminum
surfaces, respectively.

The plasma potential build up process is assumed to be related to ambipolar diffusion [34] and the
diffusion rate of charged particles is proportional to density gradients. Secondary electrons emitted
from the walls of the plasma chamber probably increase the overall electron density and decrease
the density gradient as they flow towards the plasma from the exterior of it. This leads to a lower
plasma potential. The electron flow towards the plasma also affects the Simon short circuit currents
that describe the balance of particle losses from the plasma. The axial losses of electrons can
increase when more electrons flow into the plasma radially, that would increase the extracted beam
currents as the ions follow the electrons to the extraction.

6.2.8. Momentum spread of the ion beam and its influence on the emittance

The growth of the emittance due to non-zero ion beam momentum spread and the dispersive matrix
elements of the beam transport system was considered theoretically in section 3.3.3. The energy
(momentum) distribution of the extracted ion beams can be studied experimentally with the aid of
the plasma potential measurement instrument. By taking the derivative of the measured beam
current decay curve with respect to the stopping voltage, the number of ions with a certain energy
can be deduced since the energy of the ions can be expressed in electron volts as Q·Vstopping. For
ECR2 at ANL, for example, the energy spread was found to be 8-20 q eV. This result is in good
agreement with the results measured with the Oak Ridge ECRIS [105].

Precise energy distribution measurements would require stronger collimation of the ion beam, since
the transverse acceptance of the retarding field analyzer restricts the longitudinal energy resolution.
However, the transverse acceptance of the device must be high enough for a reliable plasma
potential measurement. The longitudinal energy resolution ΔE/E of the device with a 4 mm
collimator was calculated with the aid of SIMION 7.0 program. The resolution was found to be
approximately 0.035 % at 10 kV source potential for the maximum measured beam divergence
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(maximum y’ 25 mrad for 95 % emittance fit). For lower divergence values the energy resolution is
better. The calculation takes into account the electric field distribution inside the device. With a 10
kV acceleration voltage this corresponds to a change of 3.5 V in the stopping voltage. However, it
was observed by simulation that the measured value of the plasma potential is affected less than 1
volt due to the energy resolution of the device, since the method of determining the plasma potential
averages the divergence coordinates of all beam particles. It was also observed that the energy
resolution can not explain the shape of the beam current decay curves in region C (see figures 6.2
and 6.4).

The observed energy distribution of the ion beams motivated us to study the effect of the energy
spread and the plasma potential on the effective (measured) emittance of the ion beams for the
JYFL ECR ion sources. This effect is mainly due to the dipole magnet, which is a dispersive ion
optical component and ions with different momentum have a different radius of curvature. The
growth of effective emittance was studied with the aid of a simulation developed with the
Mathematica 4.1 program. The simulation is applicable to continuous beams since it utilizes 5x5
first-order transfer matrices of different ion optical components, taking into account the coupling of
the emittance values in the bending plane of the dipole magnet (x-plane) and in the perpendicular
plane (y-plane). The matrix elements for different ion optical components were taken from
references [93] and [106]. The effects of the dipole magnet edges and fringe fields were also taken
into account. The input parameters of the simulation are the plasma potential of the ion source
(maximum momentum spread) and the phase space presentation of the emittance ellipse in both
transverse planes at the first collimator located before the dipole magnet (see figure 6.1). The
original phase space ellipses were given at this location since the ion beam is focused on the
collimator corresponding to an upright ellipse (the shape of the ellipse is known best at this point).
The effective emittance in both planes was calculated at the position of the emittance scanner (see
figure 6.1.). The ion beam was assumed to be cylindrically symmetric, which restricts the coupling
of x and y coordinates in the phase space. No coupling restrictions for the angular coordinates x’ and

y’ were used. During the simulations it was observed that the Twiss parameters of the simulated
emittance ellipses corresponded closely to those of the measured ellipses.

Table 6.5 shows the simulated emittance values for oxygen ion beams extracted from the JYFL 14
GHz ECRIS. The effect of momentum spread on the emittance in x- (bending plane of the dipole)
and y-planes was simulated with three different plasma potential values, 0 V, 15 V and 25 V
(maximum energy spread of the ion beam).The results are presented as area emittance values since
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the output of the simulation is a phase space ellipse from which the emittance can be calculated
with the aid of a fit. The source potential was set to 10 kV in the simulations. The area emittance
was chosen to be 60 π·mm·mrad for all charge states in the case of zero energy spread (zero plasma
potential and ion temperature). The solenoid currents for different charge states were chosen to
correspond the values used in the experiments described later. However, the focusing strength of the
solenoids is insufficient for low charge states (O3+, O2+ and O+). The error related to the simulated
emittance values for non-zero plasma potential can be estimated to be ± 5 π·mm·mrad. This is due
to the fact that the phase space area occupied by the beam is not an exact ellipse, as the momentum
spread of the ion beam causes the ellipses corresponding to certain Δp/p value to drift differently in
the phase space.

Plasma potential [V]
Emittance [π·mm·mrad]

0

15

ε

ε

O7+

60

6+
5+
4+
3+

25

ε

ε

60

77

73

83

79

60

60

78

73

83

78

60

60

79

72

87

77

60

60

81

71

88

77

60

60

81

70

88

77

O2+

60

60

77

68

86

77

+

60

60

75

66

83

76

O
O
O
O

O

xx’

yy’

xx’

yy’

xx’

ε

εyy’

Table 6.5 Simulated emittance values, taking into account the effect of the energy spread of the ion beams due to the
plasma potential [67].

The energy spread of the ion beam clearly affects the value of effective emittance in both planes.
The simulated emittance values are higher in the bending plane of the dipole magnet (x-plane), the
maximum effect of the energy spread being over 40 %. In the y-plane the maximum observed
growth was a little over 30 %. The effect of the dipole magnet on the effective emittance is
transferred to the y-plane due to the beam rotation caused by the solenoid. By changing the solenoid
current one can affect the coupling of x- and y- emittance values. This was confirmed by setting the
solenoid current to zero in the simulation: consequently no growth of the effective emittance due to
the energy spread was observed in y-plane. The difference between the results obtained with
different charge states can be explained partly as due to the error in the elliptic fit and partly due to
the insufficient focusing strength of the solenoid for low charge states. Another issue that has to be
taken into account is that the energy spread of low charge-state ions has been observed to be larger
than the energy spread of highly charged ions (in units of eV/Q). The growth of the emittance may
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therefore be more significant for low charge states. The effect of the energy spread of the ion beams
on their emittance can be reduced by increasing the source voltage (which increases the beam
momentum). Another illustration of the emittance growth is presented in figure 6.16 showing the
simulated emittance ellipses for O7+ in x- and z-planes for zero and non-zero (25q eV) energy
spread. The emittance in the case of zero plasma potential is arbitrarily chosen to be 52 π·mm·mrad.

x-plane (bending plane of the dipole)

y-plane

Zero plasma potential
(and energy spread)

Zero plasma potential
(and energy spread)

Area emittance:
52 π·mm·mrad

Area emittance:
52 π·mm·mrad

Plasma potential 25 V
(maximum energy
spread 25q eV)

Plasma potential 25 V
(maximum energy
spread 25q eV)

Area emittance:
73 π·mm·mrad

Area emittance:
65 π·mm·mrad

Figure 6.16 Simulated emittance ellipses for O7+ ion beam in phase space for different energy spreads. The axis units
are in meters (horizontal axis) and radians (vertical axis).
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In the measurement set-up with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS (see figure 6.1), the measured emittance
is dependent on the field strength of the solenoid and on the drift length between the solenoid and
the emittance scanner. It would be beneficial to measure the emittance in both planes
simultaneously if the emittance scanner is located after the dipole magnet and solenoid(s). This
would also minimize the uncertainty due to aberrations, which are different in the x- and y-planes.
Unfortunately, the present beam diagnostics in the beam lines of the JYFL ECR ion sources do not
provide this possibility. No significant aberrations were, however, observed in the emittance
measurements described in the following.

6.2.9. The effect of gas mixing on the emittance and plasma potential

The effect of the gas mixing technique on the emittance of extracted ion beams was first studied
with the JYFL 6.4 GHz ECRIS. The results were reported in reference [107]. Figure 6.17 shows the
normalized root mean square emittance of an analyzed O6+ ion beam as a function of the
proportional partial pressure of mixing gas (helium). The emittance was measured in the bending
plane of the dipole magnet. The emittance of the O6+ (high charge state) ion beam decreases slightly
or remains constant when a small amount of helium is fed into the plasma chamber. When more
helium is added the emittance starts to increase, which is probably due to the higher overall pressure
that affects the plasma potential and ion temperature, and therefore the momentum spread of the ion
beams. Similar results were obtained with nitrogen-helium (N5+) and argon-oxygen (Ar9+) plasmas.

Oxygen partial pressure 4.0E-7 mbar

Oxygen partial pressure 3.5E-7 mbar

Oxygen partial pressure 3.0E-7 mbar

Normalized rms-emittance [πmmmrad]

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

Highest O6+ beam current
obtained at these points

0.02
0.01
0
0

10

20
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60

70

Proportional partial pressure of helium [%]

Figure 6.17 Normalized root mean square emittance of an analyzed O6+ ion beam as a function of helium feed rate
[107].
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The emittance of the lighter mixing gas was studied by measuring the emittance of both high (O6+)
and low (O3+) charge state oxygen ion beams with an oxygen-argon plasma. Figure 6.18 shows that
the emittance of the lighter ions increases when even a small amount of the heavier mixing gas is
fed into the plasma chamber. The observed behavior was confirmed with a helium-nitrogen plasma.

6+

O , oxygen partial pressure 2.8E-7 mbar

6+

O , oxygen partial pressure 4.1E-7 mbar

3+

O , oxygen partial pressure 1.6E-7 mbar

Normalized rms-emittance
[πmmmrad]

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
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0
0

10
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70

80

Proportional partial pressure of argon [%]

Figure 6.18 Measured emittance of analyzed O3+ and O6+ ion beams with argon (heavier) used as a mixing gas [107].

Theoretically, the emittance of ion beams extracted from an ECRIS is a sum of two terms
(excluding the effects of the hexapole fringe field, see section 3.3.2.). Because the magnetic field
configuration of the ion source was kept constant as the mixing ratio oxygen and argon was
changed, it is relevant to discuss the effects of gas mixing on the ion temperature. According to the
production efficiency results presented in section 5.1., adding a lighter element decreases the energy
of the heavier ions. This should affect the emittance of the ion beams of the heavier element due to
their decreased temperature. However, it was observed that, for example, adding oxygen into an
argon plasma did not decrease the emittance of the Ar9+ ion beam. It has been deduced that highly
charged ions are created close to the centre of the plasma [36, 99]. According to the model of ion
confinement in the ECRIS plasma, it is possible that the hot electron population creates a small
negative potential dip trapping the cold ions in the middle of the plasma, though the overall plasma
potential is positive (unfortunately there are no studies either confirming or diproving the existence
of this dip). The typical ion energy in the ECRIS plasma can be lowered to a few electron volts by
the application of gas mixing [22]. However, the energy of the ions created in the middle of the
plasma has to be high enough to overcome the potential barrier generated by the electrostatic well if
they are to be extracted from the ion source. This could explain the observation that the emittance of
highly charged ion beams remained practically constant although the average energy (temperature)
of the heavier ions inside the plasma was probably decreased by gas mixing. For example, if the
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depth of the electrostatic dip is 1 volt (based on the discussion in reference [17]), a thermal energy
of 9 eV is required for Ar9+ to escape from the central plasma. The increasing emittance of the ion
beams produced from the lighter element can be explained by the ion cooling process. The energy
of the heavier ions is transferred to the lighter ones, which causes a growth in the emittance as their
thermal energy increases.

The effect of the gas mixing technique on the plasma potential curves was initially studied with
ECR2 at ANL. Firstly, oxygen was fed into the plasma chamber and the plasma potential curves
were measured with different charge states (series #1). After this, helium was added into the plasma
without changing the tuning of the ion source and the plasma potential curves were measured again
(series #2). Finally, the measurement was repeated after adjusting the level of helium for maximum
output of O7+ (series #3). The corresponding plasma potentials determined from the beam current
decay curves as described in section 6.1.1. are presented in table 6.6, along with the beam currents.
Since the plasma potential values shown in the table include the effects of the ion temperature, the
most reliable plasma potential value, measured with O7+, is presented in bold type.

Series #

1

2

3

Plasma

Oxygen

Oxygen + Helium

Oxygen + Helium

Plasma potential [V] / Beam current [μA]
O7+

7.1 / 24

5.9 / 47

6.2 / 50

6+

7.1 / 92

6.7 / 182

7.5 / 194

8.5 / 70

7.7 / 103

7.4 / 91

O

5+

O
4+

+

O (He )

9.1 / 59

8.0 / 132

8.2 / 132

3+

11.3 / 38

7.8 / 30

7.5 / 19

2+

19.7 / 31

8.1 / 21

7.3 / 12

+

23.5 / 16

9.9 / 9

8.0 / 4

O
O

O

Table 6.6 The effect of gas mixing on the plasma potential determined with different charge states [76]. The values
were measured with ECR2 at ANL with a microwave power of 570 W.

Adding helium to the oxygen plasma affects the plasma potential. The plasma potential is slightly
lower in the case of gas mixing (7.1 V Æ 5.9/6.2 V) because the ions of the lighter element carry
charge out from the plasma more effectively due to their higher mobility. The effect of gas mixing
on the shape of the measured plasma potential curves (energy spread of the ion beams) for low
charge states was dramatic, while the shape of the curves measured with high charge states did not
change. The charge state dependence of the measured curves was observed to almost vanish due to
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gas mixing. Figure 6.19 [76] shows normalized plasma potential curves of O7+ and O+ ion beams for
oxygen (series #1) and oxygen-helium (series #3) plasmas. The effect of gas mixing on the curves
measured with O2+ and O3+ ion beams was almost as clear as in the case of O+. The results indicate
that gas mixing affects the temperature of the low charge-state ions of the heavier element more
than the temperature of the highly charged ions of the heavier element.
Oxygen
plasma

1.2

O+

Oxygen - Helium
plasma

Normalized beam current

Normalized beam current

O7+
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
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0
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Vadjustable [V]
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1.2
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0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0
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Vadjustable [V]

Figure 6.19 The effect of gas mixing (helium) on the plasma potential curves measured with different charge states of
oxygen.

The change in the plasma potential curves was studied also with the simulation described in section
6.1.2. The simulation results (ion temperatures) can be compared to those obtained with a pure
oxygen plasma. Figure 6.20 shows the simulated ion temperatures for an oxygen plasma and an
oxygen-helium plasma (with the same drain current and plasma potential). It can be seen that the
simulated ion temperatures are nearly the same for high charge states, while the temperature of low
charge-state ions of the heavier element seems to decrease due to gas mixing.
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Figure 6.20 The effect of gas mixing (helium) on simulated ion temperatures for different charge states of oxygen.

The effect of gas mixing on the plasma potential and emittance was further studied with the JYFL
14 GHz ECRIS and different gas combinations (He, O, Ar and Kr). The plasma potential results are
presented in table 6.7. It was observed that adding helium into the plasma of a heavier element is an
effective means to reduce the plasma potential even up to several tens of percent. The higher
mobility of helium ions compared to other ions can explain this effect (see equation (20)).

Mixing gas

Ion gas
He

O

Ar

Kr

Plasma potential [V]
He

16.4

16.7

16.4

20.2

O

-

18.4

19.0

26.0

Ar

-

-

21.0

-

Kr

-

-

-

25.9

Table 6.7 Plasma potential values of different mixed gas discharges (plasmas) measured with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS.

The results obtained with ECR2 at ANL implied that adding lighter mixing gas into the plasma
lowers the temperature of low charged ions, which should affect their emittance. According to the
simulation results presented in the previous chapter, the decreased energy spread should also result
into lower effective emittance. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 present normalized root mean square
emittance values of different ion beams extracted from the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS for pure plasmas
and mixed gas discharges. The emittance was measured in the y-plane perpendicular to the bending
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plane of the dipole magnet in the beam line of the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS. A more comprehensive set
of measurement results is presented in reference [67].

Oxygen emittance, pure O plasma

Oxygen emittance, O+He plasma

Helium emittance, pure He plasma

Helium emittance, O+He plasma
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Figure 6.21 Normalized rms-emittance values obtained with pure oxygen, pure helium and oxygen-helium plasmas.
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Figure 6.22 Normalized rms-emittance values obtained with pure oxygen, pure argon and oxygen-argon plasmas.

Figure 6.21 shows that the emittance of low charge-state oxygen ion beams decreased as helium
was added into the oxygen plasma, while the emittance values measured with high charge states of
oxygen remained nearly unchanged (note that O4+ and He+ cannot be separated with a dipole
magnet due to the same Q/M ratio). The emittance values for helium ion beams were significantly
lower for a pure helium plasma than in the case of gas mixing with oxygen. These results were
reproducible. Since the magnetic field configuration of the ion source was kept unchanged, these
results indicate that the temperature of low charge-state oxygen ions decreases as helium is added
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into the plasma if all other parameters affecting the emittance remain constant. For example, the
effective extraction radius of low charge-state ion beams may change due to gas mixing and. Figure
6.22 shows that for an oxygen-argon plasma the emittance values measured for the lighter element
(oxygen) were also higher than in the case of a pure oxygen plasma. This indicates that the
temperature of the oxygen ions increases as argon is added into the plasma chamber. The effect is
especially clear for low charge-state oxygen ions, though the emittance values measured with highly
charged ions were also higher. The emittance values measured with argon ion beams extracted from
an oxygen-argon plasma did not differ much from the values measured without gas mixing (note
that Ar5+ has the same Q/M ratio as O2+ and Ar10+ the same as O4+).

The effect of the momentum spread and ion temperature on the emittance can be estimated with the
aid of the plasma potential curves measured in different cases. It seems that the drop in the
emittance measured with low charge states of oxygen ion beams due to helium cannot be explained
by the decrease of the plasma potential only, but is also due to the decrease of the ion temperature.
This is demonstrated in figure 6.23, which shows normalized plasma potential curves measured
with O7+ (a) and O2+ (b) ion beams with and without helium as a mixing gas. Figure 6.24 shows the
effect of heavier mixing gas on the plasma potential curves measured with O7+ with argon as a
mixing gas (a) and He2+ with krypton as a mixing gas (b), respectively.
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Figure 6.23. Normalized plasma potential curves measured with O7+ (a) and O2+ (b) ion beams with and without
helium as a mixing gas [67].
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Figure 6.24 Normalized plasma potential curves measured with O7+ (a) and He2+ (b) ion beams with and without
heavier mixing gas (oxygen-argon and helium-krypton).

Figure 6.23 shows that the shape of the plasma potential curve measured with a highly charged ion
beam (O7+) remains nearly unchanged as helium is added into the oxygen plasma. However, the
change in the shape of the curve measured with the low charge-state ion beam (O2+) is dramatic,
which confirms the result obtained with ECR2 at ANL. The width of the saturation region decreases
significantly as helium is added i.e. the energy spread of the ion beam decreases. According to the
simulation results (see section 6.1.2.) the temperature of the ions affects the shape of the curve in
the saturation region. Our measurement therefore supports the conclusion that the temperature of
low charge-state ions of the heavier element decreases when a lighter element is used as a mixing
gas. The low charge-state ions of the lighter element gain energy in the collisions and due to their
higher mobility carry kinetic energy out of the plasma more effectively. This gives the low chargestate ions of the heavier element a better chance to be further ionized and reach high charge states
before escaping the plasma, which explains the increase in current of highly charged ion beams.
According to figure 6.24a adding argon into the oxygen plasma does not affect the shape of the
plasma potential curve measured with an O7+ ion beam. A similar result was also obtained with an
oxygen-krypton plasma. The effect of adding heavier gas into a plasma of the lighter element can
also be seen in figure 6.24b, which shows that the energy spread of the low charge-state ion beam
(He2+) increased significantly as krypton was added into the plasma. The effect of the heavier gas
on the beam current decay curves measured with low charge states of the lighter element was
observed also with helium-argon, oxygen-argon and oxygen-krypton plasmas. This indicates that
the temperature of low charge-state ions of the lighter element increases due to the gas mixing.
These observations support (along with the emittance measurements) the conclusion that ion
cooling explains the beneficial effect of gas mixing. However, the observed ion temperature
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deviations between different charge states strongly suggest that in addition to ion cooling the
Landau damping of the ion sound wave that heats highly-charged ions (and lighter ions) more
effectively can have an effect on ion temperature in ECRIS plasmas [70].

It was confirmed with a simulation that the change in the energy spread due to plasma potential
cannot totally explain the change of emittance when mixing gas is added. Also this indicates that
the temperature of the ions changes due to mixing gas. Unfortunately, the effects of gas mixing on
the ion temperature, plasma potential profile and the spatial distribution of the ions in the plasma
cannot be separated directly from the measured data without computer simulations. Gas mixing
probably affects not only these parameters, but also the confinement time for different charge states
[22]. However, the change in the spatial distribution of the ions cannot explain why the plasma
potential curves measured with low-charged ions become “wider” as heavier gas is added into the
plasma. If this was caused only by a change in the spatial distribution, more low charge-state ions
would originate from the central plasma where the plasma potential profile is at a maximum. This is
contradictory to the assumption that losses of low charge-state ions increase due to gas mixing.
Experimental results presented in this chapter emphasize the role of low charge-state ions in the ion
cooling of ECRIS plasmas, which was studied earlier by Drentje et. al. The effect of gas mixing on
the ion temperature from extracted beam currents was deduced with the aid of theoretically derived
equations [61]. In addition, the results presented in this chapter imply that different ion species are
not in thermal equilibrium, in agreement with recent theoretical calculations [48, 49].

6.2.10. The effect of microwave frequency on the plasma potential and emittance

The effect of the microwave frequency on the plasma potential was studied with both ECR2 at ANL
and the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS. The measurements with the latter ion source were performed in
conjunction with emittance measurements. Both of these ion sources can be operated in multiple
frequency heating mode, in which the primary frequency is provided by a 14 GHz klystron and the
secondary frequency by a traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) with a tunable frequency ranging
from 10.75 GHz up to 12.75 GHz. Use of the TWTA made it possible to perform plasma potential
and emittance measurements as a function of microwave frequency. The results obtained for ECR2
at ANL with oxygen plasma are presented in figure 6.25.
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Figure 6.25 Plasma potential of ECR2 at ANL as a function of microwave frequency.

The plasma potential measured with 14 GHz microwave frequency is somewhat lower than the
potential with frequencies between 11 and 12.5 GHz (with approximately same microwave power).
However, there is practically no difference in plasma potential values obtained with different
frequencies launched from the TWTA. A similar set of measurements was performed with the
JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS [77]. The results (plasma potential and normalized rms-emittance of O7+) are
presented in figure 6.26. The first series in the figure was measured as the source was tuned for
maximum output of O7+ with 14 GHz and all other parameters were kept constant when changing
the frequency. The second series corresponds to a measurement in which the source was tuned
separately for an O7+ ion beam.
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Figure 6.26 The emittance of O7+ ion beam and the plasma potential as a function of microwave frequency (measured
with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS).

According to the results, the emittance and the plasma potential decrease as the microwave
frequency increases. This effect was found to be reproducible. No satisfactory explanation for the
difference between the results obtained with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS and ECR2 at ANL was
found. A similar tendency in emittance values was also observed with other charge states.
According to our simulations, the main contribution to emittance growth with lower frequencies is
dispersion in the dipole magnet caused by the momentum spread increase (plasma potential profile)
due to higher plasma potential. However, changes of the plasma potential do not totally explain the
frequency dependence of the emittance. No extensive explanation for the observed behavior was
found, though the stability of the plasma, which has been observed to affect the emittance [108],
was observed to be better with higher frequencies.

6.2.11. The effect of multiple frequency heating on the plasma potential and emittance

Plasma potential measurements were performed in double frequency electron heating mode with
both ECR2 at ANL and the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS. Because the results were consistent, only the
measurements performed with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS are considered here. The effect of double
frequency heating on the plasma potential and emittance of oxygen ion beams was studied with
several combinations of microwave power and frequencies. The source was tuned for O7+ with each
frequency, paying attention not only to the maximum current but also the stability of the plasma.
The magnetic field configuration, biased disk voltage and gas feed rate were changed as the
frequency was varied. The magnetic field strengths used with different frequencies were chosen to
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closely correspond to those used in the series described in the previous section in order to compare
the results. The emittance values for O7+ ion beams and the corresponding plasma potentials with
different microwave frequencies and combinations of primary and secondary powers are shown in
figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.27 Normalized rms-emittance values for O7+ ion beam and the plasma potentials with different frequencies
and combinations of primary/secondary power [77].

The figure shows that there is no significant difference between O7+ emittance values in single and
double frequency heating modes. The emittance and plasma potential were slightly lower for double
frequency heating (with the same total power and source settings). It was also observed that the
stability of the plasma was improved due to the secondary frequency, which may explain the
difference in plasma potential and emittance. It has been observed also with the VENUS ion source
at LBNL that improved plasma stability results in slightly lower emittances for double frequency
tunes [109]. Therefore, based on the emittance results, it cannot be concluded whether the ion
temperature changes due to the secondary resonance or not (see eq. 30). No difference between
emittance values in single and double frequency operation modes was observed for low charge
states (O3+ and O2+) with the JYFL 14 GHz ECRIS. The emittance values were found to be lower in
double frequency heating mode than in single frequency operation with the TWTA (see figure
6.27). The plasma potentials obtained with higher secondary frequencies are somewhat lower than
those obtained with lower secondary frequencies, which was found to be reproducible. In
conclusion it can be said that double frequency heating improves the quality (brightness) of ion
beams extracted from an ECRIS by increasing the currents of highly charged ions while their
emittance remains nearly unchanged.
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6.2.12. The effect of microwave radiation bandwidth on the plasma potential

The effect of increased resonance volume on the plasma potential was also studied with the JYFL
6.4 GHz ECRIS [79]. Plasma potential values for an argon plasma produced with broadband
microwave radiation (200 MHz bandwidth, central frequency 6.4 GHz) were compared with the
results obtained for an argon plasma produced by conventional bandwidth (~1 MHz) radiation. The
measurements were performed with a wide range of pressures measured at the injection end of the
plasma chamber. Figure 6.28 shows that there is practically no difference between the plasma
potential values obtained with broadband and narrow bandwidth microwave radiation with the same
input power (200 W). The lowest plasma potential values were measured at a pressure
corresponding to the highest output of highly charged ions (also highest drain current). At this
pressure the beam current of highly charged argon ion beams was enhanced by a factor greater than
2 with broadband microwave radiation compared to narrow bandwidth radiation [79].
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Figure 6.28 Plasma potentials with different microwave radiation bandwidths as a function of the plasma chamber
pressure measured from the injection end. A microwave power of 200 W was used in the measurement.
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7. SUMMARY

Electron cyclotron resonance ion sources are widely used for the production of highly charged ion
beams from various materials. Their performance can be improved with several techiniques such as
gas mixing and multiple frequency heating. However, the plasma processes leading to enhanced
production of highly charged ions due to these methods are not completely understood. The goal of
this work was to study the plasma properties of ECR ion sources. The information obtained can be
used to improve their efficiency and quality of extracted ion beams.

The effect of the gas mixing technique on the production efficiency of different ion beams was
studied with both gaseous and solid materials. It was deduced from the observations that gas mixing
improves the confinement of the heavier element while the confinement of the lighter element is
reduced. Especially important information was obtained when the effect of gas mixing on MIVOCplasmas was studied with several mixing gases. The MIVOC-method can be used for the production
of ion beams from solid elements. The drawback of the method is the inevitable carbon
contamination, which has restricted the use of this method in different laboratories. It was observed
that the level of contamination can be reduced significantly with the aid of gas mixing, which
improves the production efficiency of carbon and makes it possible to reduce the consumption of
the MIVOC-compound. Oxygen was found to be the best mixing gas for this purpose. It was shown
that the beneficial effect of oxygen is partly due to chemical reactions i.e. the formation of
compounds such as CO and CO2. Studying the distribution of the carbon contamination made it
clear that although ions are not magnetically confined in ECRIS plasmas due to their high collision
frequency, the ion losses are concentrated at places where the electron flux escapes the plasma.

In order to understand the different plasma processes causing, for example, the beneficial effect of
gas mixing, a series of plasma potential and emittance measurements was carried out. An
instrument which can be used to measure the plasma potential in a single measurement without
disturbing the plasma was developed for this work. Studying the plasma potential of ECR ion
sources is important not only in understanding different plasma processes but also because the
information can be used as an input parameter for beam transport simulations. Knowledge of the
plasma potential is also essential for the design of efficient extraction systems for ECR ion sources.
The plasma potential measurements peformed in this work also help to understand the effects of
different parameters affecting the efficiency of charge breeder ion sources [110]. The charge
breeder ECR ion source is a variation on a standard ECR ion source. It is based on the realization
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that the plasma potential can be used to capture low charge-state injected ions and subsequently
ionize them up to high charge states by electron bombardment in the ECRIS plasma. Knowledge of
the effects of different source parameters on the plasma potential can be used to optimize the
capture process and improve the efficiency of ECR charge breeders, which is important for the
production of radioactive ion beams for future nuclear physics experiments.

The experiments performed have revealed clear dependencies of the plasma potential on certain
source parameters such as the microwave power and frequency, pressure, biased disk voltage and
drain current. It was observed that the plasma potential depends strongly on the level of carbon
contamination accumulated on the walls of the plasma chamber during a MIVOC-run. This is an
illustrative example of the fact that the plasma potential reflects the performance of an ECR ion
source. It was also observed that gas mixing affects not only on the production efficiency of the ion
beams but also their energy distribution, which strongly supports the conclusion that ion cooling
explains the beneficial effect of this technique. The effect was observed to be more prominent for
low charge-state ions, which emphasizes the importance of their efficient confinement. The
emittance results implying that the temperature of low charge-state ions changes due to gas mixing
are also consistent with this conclusion. It has also been demonstrated with simulations that the
momentum spread of the ion beam, which is partly due to the the plasma potential, affects the
emittance of the ion beams extracted from ECR ion sources through dispersive ion optical
components. An important observation was also that double frequency heating does not affect the
plasma potential and more importantly emittance of ion beams. The result confirms that this method
can be used to improve the extracted beam currents of highly charged ions without a detrimental
effect on the beam quality.
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